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Notes on the contributors –
The International Centre for Criminal Law Reform and Criminal Justice Policy (ICCLR) was founded in
1991 and is based in Vancouver, Canada. ICCLR conducts research and policy analysis, undertakes the
development and delivery of technical assistance programs and provides public information and consultation
services relating to the fields of international criminal law, criminal justice policy, and crime prevention. In its
role as an affiliated institute of the United Nations, ICCLR participates in the annual meetings of the United
Nations Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, and the meeting of the institutes comprising the
United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Programme network. ICCLR has also established
numerous co-operative working relationships with other international bodies, institutes and associations.
Since 1992, ICCLR has been and continues to be actively committed to supporting global efforts in combating
international crimes and prioritising the creation of a permanent, effective and just International Criminal Court
(ICC). In March of 1993, ICCLR organised and sponsored The International Meeting of Experts on the
Establishment of an International Criminal Court, with more than seventy leading criminal and international law
experts from thirty countries converging on Vancouver for this five-day meeting. Consequently, the final report
was transmitted to the United Nations Legal Office in New York and was used extensively in the design of the ad
hoc International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, as noted in the May 1993 Secretary General’s
Report.
In the ensuing years, ICCLR continued to develop its expansive collection of substantive and comprehensive ICCrelated papers while participating in many negotiating conferences, including several United Nations ad hoc
Committee meetings for the Establishment of the ICC in 1995 and Preparatory Committee meetings from 1996 to
1998. In 1998, ICCLR delegated representatives to Rome for the five-week United Nations Diplomatic
Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of the ICC. Of course, this landmark conference ultimately
led to an overwhelming vote in favour of the adoption of a convention on the establishment of an international
criminal court. Building on the momentum created in Rome, the United Nations has since held periodic meetings
of the Preparatory Commission for the ICC to focus on a number of proposals for the operation of the Court and
the elements of crimes under its jurisdiction, with ICCLR partaking in all eight meetings thus far.
During the first half of 2000, ICCLR – in co-operation with Rights & Democracy (formerly the International
Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development), and with the financial assistance of the Department of
Foreign Affairs & International Trade and the Department of Justice, Canada – developed a Manual for the
Ratification and Implementation of the Rome Statute. This widely used Manual provides details on the
obligations of States Parties to the Rome Statute, and guidance as to how a State might implement each obligation
into its national legal system. The English version of the Manual was successfully launched at the Preparatory
Commission meeting for the ICC in June 2000, and is now also available in Arabic, French, Portuguese, Russian
and Spanish (a Chinese translation is also underway).
From August 2000 to January 2002, a major thrust was undertaken in organizing regional workshops to promote
the expeditious establishment of a just and permanent ICC, and to assist countries in the development of
legislation and administrative procedures to support the ICC when it comes into existence. The International
Criminal Court Technical Assistance Program (ICCTAP) was undertaken as a joint partnership between ICCLR
and three other Canadian organizations: Rights & Democracy, the Canadian Network for the International
Criminal Court (hosted by the World Federalists of Canada), and the Institute for Media, Policy and Civil
Society. This component has been supported by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the
Department of Justice, and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, with in-kind contributions
of expert personnel to each workshop by the Government of Canada.
By the end of January 2002, the ICCTAP had provided five regional workshops, each comprised of three or more
sub-workshops to promote ICC sensitization, legal technical assistance, civil society collaboration, and media
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awareness and training. Most of these regional workshops were co-organised with the host country’s government,
and/or another international organization specializing in ICC ratification and implementation assistance in the
region. The five regional workshops were as follows: one for Member States of the Pacific Islands Forum (in the
Cook Islands and New Zealand, October 2000), a second for Francophonie States of Central Africa (in Cameroon
in February 2001, co-organised with the Government of Cameroon), a third for the Caribbean region (in Jamaica
in May 2001, co-organised with the Ministry of Justice of Jamaica and the United Nations Latin American
Institute for the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders), a fourth for Member States of the Southern
African Development Community (Namibia in May 2001, co-organised with the Ministry of Justice of the
Republic of Namibia, the Namibian Parliament, and Parliamentarians for Global Action), and a fifth for Member
States of the Economic Community of West African States (in Cote d’Ivoire in January 2002, co-organised with
the ECOWAS Secretariat and the International Committee of the Red Cross). Cumulatively through these five
workshops, the three pillars (government, civil society and media) will have combined to directly sensitize and
provide training and assistance to approximately 400 delegates from 80 countries.
ICCLR, with funding from the Department of Foreign Affairs, has also provided country-specific ICC technical
assistance to governments in Antigua & Barbuda, Cambodia, East Timor, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, and
the Philippines. Currently there are plans to continue to provide this type of follow-up assistance over the next
twelve months, in five regions.
ICCLR is also in the process of publishing further materials to assist States with the process of ensuring that the
ICC will be as effective as possible. At the moment, these supplementary materials are in various stages of
development and include: a Checklist of Implementation Considerations under the Rome Statute, a guide to the
supplemental agreements currently under negotiation by the ICC Preparatory Commission, and a guide to the
impact of the ICC on correctional services.

Joanne Lee is an Australian lawyer who has been conducting international legal research for ICCLR since
October 1998. Her areas of research have included the International Criminal Court, corruption and money
laundering, domestic war crimes prosecutions, and the independence of the judiciary. She recently graduated from
the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, with a Master of Laws, and is currently in the U.B.C. Faculty of
Law Ph.D. program. Her other qualifications were all completed in Australia, and include a Bachelor of Laws
(with Honours) from the Northern Territory University in Darwin. She is a Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme
Court of the Australian Capital Territory, and previously worked as Judge’s Associate to Justice T. Higgins of the
Federal Court of Australia and the Supreme Court of the Australian Capital Territory.
She is currently a Research Associate on ICC implementation for ICCLR’s various ICC projects.. In that
capacity, she has been involved in chairing workshop sessions and presenting papers on ICC implementation
issues to government, civil society, and media delegates at national and regional conferences in the Caribbean, the
Pacific Islands, several regions of Africa, and southeast Asia. She was also one of the main contributors to the
Manual on the Ratification and Implementation of the Rome Statute, and has been an accredited representative
of ICCLR at all ICC Preparatory Commission meetings since June 1999.
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1. Introduction to the ICC Rules of Procedure and Evidence
1.1 Background to this supplement
In July 1998, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court was adopted by 120 States
participating in a diplomatic conference in Rome. The Rome Statute sets out the structure and
functions of the first ever permanent international criminal tribunal, which will have jurisdiction to try
persons accused of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and the crime of aggression. This is
a remarkable historical achievement, and 139 States from all over the globe have since shown their
support for this institution by becoming signatories to the Rome Statute. Under the Statute, the
International Criminal Court (ICC) will commence its work once 60 States have also ratified or acceded
to the Statute (see article 126). At the time of writing, more than 50 States had become Parties,
suggesting that the Statute will most likely enter into force some time in 2002. (An up-to-date guide to
the ratification status of the Rome Statute is available online via http://www.un.org/law/icc and
http://www.iccnow.org. )
The Rome Statute places certain obligations on its States Parties – in order to ensure that the ICC can
carry out its investigations and prosecutions efficiently, relying on the expertise and assistance of
national authorities whenever required. In order to highlight the provisions of the Rome Statute relating
to State Party obligations, in June 2000 a “Manual for the Ratification and Implementation of the
Rome Statute” was developed by two Canadian organisations – the International Centre for Criminal
Law Reform & Criminal Justice Policy (ICCLR), Vancouver, and the International Centre for Human
Rights and Democratic Development (Rights & Democracy), Montreal – with financial and in-kind
support from the Government of Canada. The Manual provides an introduction to the main features of
the ICC, and sets out in detail the obligations of States Parties to the Rome Statute, including how these
obligations could be implemented into domestic legal systems.
However, even at the time the Rome Statute was adopted, it was clear that the Statute alone could
provide only a basic framework for the establishment of the Court. There was a multitude of details
that could not be included within one document, and warranted separate discussions. Thus, Resolution
F, Final Act of the July 1998 Rome Conference established a Preparatory Commission (Prepcom) to
work on various supplemental agreements to the Rome Statute, in order to address these outstanding
issues. The Prepcom has been meeting regularly since February 1999, and continues to finalise these
issues with a view to the eventual adoption of all draft texts by the Court’s Assembly of States Parties,
once the Rome Statute enters into force. (All of the Prepcom’s reports and draft texts are available at:
http://www.un.org/law/icc/prepcomm/prepfra.htm )
One of the main tasks for the Prepcom was to draft the ICC’s Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE),
which will enter into force once adopted by a two-thirds majority of members of the ICC Assembly of
States Parties (see articles 51 and 112 of the Rome Statute). The “finalized draft text” of these RPE
was completed in June 2000, and adopted by consensus by all the States participating in the Prepcom
process. In other words, this “finalized draft text” represents the views of States from every region and
principal legal system of the world. Therefore, it is extremely unlikely that any State will wish to make
changes to the “finalized draft text” before it is adopted by the Assembly of States Parties and becomes
part of the law pertaining to the ICC. The only provision to which the Assembly is invited to give
further consideration is rule 41 on working languages of the Court in certain circumstances – see the
Explanatory Note to the RPE.
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Of the 225 rules contained in the “finalized draft text” of June 2000, many of these would be of interest
to States currently in the process of ratifying and implementing the Rome Statute. Many rules would
also be of interest to those States Parties with existing implementing laws wishing to establish effective
administrative procedures to complement these. In some cases, the “Rules of Procedure and Evidence”
were already mentioned explicitly in certain provisions in the Rome Statute. They were identified as a
source of further details yet to be negotiated in specific provisions. For example, see the references to
the RPE in article 57(3)(e) on forfeiture of an accused person’s assets, article 70(2) on the exercise of
jurisdiction over offences against the administration of the Court, and article 92(3) on provisional arrest
procedures. However, the Rome Statute could not include the RPE numbers, because these were
drafted after the Statute was finalised. In addition, some of the RPE have been drafted to provide
further clarification of some of the Court’s procedures with the benefit of hindsight, even though this
need for clarification was not foreseen when the Rome Statute was being drafted.
The purpose of this supplement is to provide a very general overview of all the RPE, especially those
that may be relevant to the implementation process, and how they all relate to the Rome Statute. Then
these details can be taken into account at the same time as implementing legislation and procedures are
being introduced, rather than causing unnecessary confusion at a later stage when the RPE come into
force. Note that the RPE may be best suited to implementation as subordinate legislation, since they
merely provide further details and clarifications of provisions in the Rome Statute. Also, it is possible
that the RPE will be amended from time to time (see article 51, paragraph 2).
This supplement should be read in conjunction with the Rome Statute, the “Manual for the Ratification
and Implementation of the Rome Statute”, and the “Finalized draft text” of the RPE themselves, and
should not be taken as a complete guide to any of those documents. Both the Rome Statute and the
“Finalized draft text of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence” are available online via:
http://www.un.org/law/icc/index.html . The English version of the “Manual” is available online via:
http://www.icclr.law.ubc.ca and http://www.ichrdd.ca (it is also available in other languages).
Readers should note that there are a number of other agreements of potential relevance to the ICC
implementation process, that have already been drafted or are still under negotiation at the Prepcom, in
accordance with the Final Act of the Rome Conference. Most of these will need to be adopted by the
Assembly of States Parties and then ratified by States, before they enter into force. Several of these
agreements, such as the “Draft Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International
Criminal Court” and the “Rules of Procedure of the Assembly of States Parties”, are likely to be of
interest to States Parties when they come into effect, and these are highlighted in the “Annotated Rome
Statute” that ICCLR has also produced.
1.2 Relationship between the Rome Statute and the RPE
The RPE are an instrument for the application of the Rome Statute. They are intended to emphasise
and further ensure the high standards of due process set forth in the Statute. They need to be read in
conjunction with the relevant provisions of the Rome Statute, because the texts of the rules do not
repeat the wording of the Statute.
Most importantly, the Rome Statute takes precedence over the RPE in all cases (article 51). Many
States participating in the Prepcom process were concerned that the wording of the RPE potentially
could change the meaning of certain provisions in the Rome Statute. Therefore, throughout the
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negotiations every effort was made to ensure that the integrity of the Rome Statute would not be
undermined by the RPE. In addition, the Rome Statute makes it clear that all the rules must be
“consistent with” the Statute and, “in the event of a conflict between the Statute and the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence, the Statute shall prevail” (article 51(4) & (5)).
The Explanatory note at the beginning of the “finalized draft text” of the RPE also emphasizes the
primacy of the Rome Statute: “In all cases, the Rules of Procedure and Evidence should be read in
conjunction with and subject to the provisions of the Statute.” See also the “Summary of statements
made in plenary in connection with the adoption of the report of the Working Group on the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence and the report of the Working Group on the Elements of Crimes.”

1.3 Overview of the RPE
Most of the RPE relate to the Court’s administrative procedures (including rules for the management of
the Registry), and to evidentiary rules, such as rules for disclosure of evidence prior to trial. None of
these rules affect States Parties as such. However, as a matter of general interest, readers may wish to
peruse some of the rules that will guide the ICC in some of its most important and potentially
controversial functions. Generally speaking, these might include:
•

the proceedings for authorising the ICC Prosecutor to initiate an investigation proprio motu, and
in relation to the Prosecutor’s decision not to initiate an investigation or prosecution referred by
a State Party or the Security Council (see articles 15 & 53, and rules 46-50 & 104-110);

•

procedures for the removal and disciplining of judges (see article 46 and rules 23-32);

•

the important role that victims will play in ICC proceedings and the need to ensure their safety at
all times (see articles 68 & 75, and rules 16-19 & 85-99);

•

rules on the admissibility and disclosure of evidence (see article 69 and rules 63-84);

•

rules on how sthe conduct of the trial will proceed (see article 64 and rules 131-144);

•

factors that the Court will take into account when determining the appropriate sentence (see
articles 76-78 and rules 145-148);

•

and finally, rules on the conduct of any appeals (see articles 81-84 and rules 149-161).

The Table at the end of this supplement shows exactly which rules pertain to each article of the Rome
Statute.
Rules of particular interest to States Parties
Certain aspects of the Rome Statute may require domestic implementation by States Parties. One of the
main implementation issues for States is the “complementary” jurisdiction of the ICC, which does not
create any obligations on States Parties, but provides an incentive for them to implement the crimes
within the jurisdiction of the ICC. The “principle of complementarity” means that the ICC will only
prosecute a case where there is no State willing and able genuinely to prosecute that case, and having
the appropriate jurisdiction to do so (see articles 17-19). In order to take advantage of this principle,
and to reduce the potential caseload of the ICC, many States are using their ICC implementation
process to introduce comprehensive legislation empowering their national courts to assume jurisdiction
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over cases of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes, in accordance with the definitions of
these crimes and the general principles of criminal responsibility set out in the Rome Statute.
The RPE do not touch upon the nature of the Court’s jurisdiction, nor the crimes the Court can
prosecute. Instead, there is a separate document that was also adopted in June 2000 – the “Elements of
Crimes” – which details the elements of each of the crimes within the ICC’s jurisdiction, in order to
assist the Court in the interpretation and application of articles 6-8, consistent with the Rome Statute
(see paragraph 1, General Introduction to the “Finalized draft text of the Elements of Crimes”).
However, the RPE have clarified the procedures that the ICC must follow when it is considering
whether a State is “unwilling or unable genuinely” to prosecute a case also within the competence of the
ICC (see article 17). This is a particularly sensitive issue for many States, and readers interested in
understanding the clarified procedures should refer to rules 51-62, 133, & 154. In general terms, the
clarifications outlined in the RPE allow the relevant State a number of different opportunities
throughout the Court’s various proceedings to reassure the ICC that a particular investigation or
prosecution is being carried out in good faith, with no intention to shield the perpetrator from criminal
responsibility in any way. This approach is intended to give States the broadest opportunity to take
responsibility for prosecuting the crimes within the jurisdiction of the ICC, in accordance with their own
national processes. Section 3.2 of this document highlights the administrative procedures that States
Parties may wish to implement, so they may take advantage of these opportunities in the future if the
situation ever arises.
Once the ICC has assumed jurisdiction over a case, States Parties are under an obligation to cooperate
with the ICC in its investigations and prosecutions (see further: 2.1 Overview of State Party
Obligations under the Rome Statute). A number of rules pertain to these obligations. However, the
RPE are not intended to place additional obligations on States Parties. They merely clarify procedures
and requirements which are already provided for under the Rome Statute. When States are
implementing these procedures and requirements, it may be more efficient to implement them with the
additional clarifications provided by the RPE.
Those rules which appear potentially relevant to domestic implementation of the Rome Statute are
highlighted in the Table by two asterisks (**). Section 2 of this document discusses the considerations
that may be relevant to implementation of each of these rules. Section 3 of this document discusses the
rules that are relevant to State Party participation in ICC proceedings. Many of these will not become
relevant for some time, but should probably be kept in mind when implementing general administrative
procedures for communicating with the Court. Section 4 highlights a range of other rules that relate to
communications and interactions with the Court, including information that the Court is required to
provide to the Assembly of States Parties, for the interest of States Parties.
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2. Rules relating to State Party Obligations under the Rome Statute

2.1 OVERVIEW OF STATE PARTY OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE ROME STATUTE
The obligations of States Parties to the Rome Statute are set out in considerable detail in the “Manual
for the Ratification and Implementation of the Rome Statute”. For ease of reference, a brief overview
is provided here.
Article 86 of the Rome Statute requires all States Parties to “cooperate fully with the Court in its
investigation and prosecution of crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.” Under article 88, all States
Parties are required to “ensure that there are procedures available under their national law for all of the
forms of cooperation” which are listed under Part 9 of the Statute, on International Cooperation and
Judicial Assistance. Part 10 of the Statute also requires States Parties to assist the Court with
enforcement of all penalties other than imprisonment, and provides a regime for States Parties to
supervise sentences of imprisonment, if they choose. In addition, articles 48 and 70 place certain
obligations on States Parties, in relation to preserving the integrity and inviolability of the Court.
Therefore, as discussed in the “Manual for the Ratification and Implementation of the Rome Statute”,
the main obligations of States Parties under the Rome Statute can be summarised as:
(i)

protecting the privileges and immunities of ICC personnel [article 48];

(ii)

proscribing offences against the administration of justice of the ICC [article 70];

(iii)

arresting and surrendering persons to the ICC, and allowing persons in custody to be
transported across State territory en route to the ICC [articles 58, 59, 89, 91 & 92];

(iv)

collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC (including evidence pertaining to the
proceeds of crimes) [articles 57(3)(e) & 93];

(v)

other forms of assistance with investigations and prosecutions, such as victim and witness
protection, and allowing the ICC Prosecutor to conduct certain investigations on State Party
territory [articles 68, 93 & 99];

(vi)

enforcement of fines, forfeiture measures, and reparations orders [articles 75, 93(1)(k) &
109]; and

(vii)

States Parties may also choose to enforce sentences of imprisonment, and thereby undertake
certain obligations in relation to supervision of sentences [article 103].

The “finalized draft text” of the RPE includes rules pertaining to each of these obligations, except for (i)
protecting the privileges and immunities of ICC personnel [article 48]. There is a separate supplemental
agreement on the issue of the privileges and immunities of ICC personnel - the “Draft Agreement on the
Privileges and Immunities of the International Criminal Court”.
With respect to obligations (vi) and (vii), further Chapters of this document will be prepared in future to
deal with the issue of enforcement of ICC orders in accordance with Part 10, Rome Statute.
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2.2 RULES RELATING TO OFFENCES AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
OF THE COURT

References: Article 70, Rome Statute;
Rules 162-169 & 172; and
Pages 16-20, “Manual”.

Description
Article 70 of the Rome Statute proscribes certain offences against the administration of justice of the
ICC, and establishes sanctions for these offences (see paragraphs 1 and 3). Article 70, paragraph 2
allows the Court to request cooperation from States Parties in relation to proceedings under this article.
Article 70, paragraph 4 (a) provides that every State Party is also required to “extend its criminal laws
penalizing offences against the integrity of its own investigations or judicial process to offences against
the administration of justice [of the ICC] … committed on its territory, or by one of its nationals.”
States Parties must empower the appropriate authorities in their territory to prosecute these offences,
whenever requested to do so by the ICC, treating all such cases “with diligence” and devoting
“sufficient resources to enable them to be conducted effectively” – see article 70, paragraph 4 (b).
However, during the negotiations on article 70 in Rome, it was decided to leave aside all the procedural
issues relating to this provision, to be addressed in the context of the RPE rather than in the Rome
Statute.
Rule 162 now deals with the issue of determining jurisdiction over offences listed under article 70. It
elaborates the procedures and considerations for the Court to take into account when it decides whether
or not to prosecute a particular case. Sub-rule 1 allows the Court to consult with States Parties that
may also have jurisdiction over the offence. Sub-rule 2 lists a range of considerations that the Court
may wish to take into account, including “the availability and effectiveness of prosecution in a State
Party” (paragraph 2 (a)). Sub-rule 3 recognises the special position of the host State in relation to these
types of offences, allowing the host State to request the Court to waive its power to exercise
jurisdiction in certain cases. If the Court decides not to exercise its jurisdiction, sub-rule 4 reiterates
that the Court may then request a State Party to exercise jurisdiction pursuant to article 70, paragraph
4. In other words, the RPE clarify that the ICC has primary jurisdiction over article 70 offences.
This is unlike the “complementary” jurisdiction of the ICC over the main offences listed under article 5
of the Rome Statute, by which the ICC must defer to all investigations and prosecutions being carried
out by States, unless the relevant State is “unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or
prosecution” – see articles 17 & 19, which do not apply to article 70 (see rule 163, sub-rule 2). The
ICC ultimately will determine the appropriate forum in each particular case. The idea behind these
provisions was to allow both the ICC and States Parties to have the jurisdiction to investigate and
prosecute offences under article 70. In this way, the Court would not become over-burdened with
numerous minor prosecutions that States could manage, while maintaining the Court’s right to
prosecute these offences whenever it was deemed appropriate. These provisions will ensure that States
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do not allow the integrity of the ICC’s proceedings to be undermined by national proceedings that are
not genuine, using the guise of “protecting national interests” or “national security”.
The remainder of the rules relating to article 70 mostly focus on which parts of the Rome Statute will or
will not apply when the ICC investigates and prosecutes these offences. Rule 163, sub-rule 1 provides
that in most cases, the Statute and the Rules will apply mutatis mutandis to the Court’s investigation,
prosecution and punishment of these offences. Subsequent rules outline what the exceptions to this
principle are. In summary, the following parts of the Rome Statute do not apply in the case of the
Court’s investigation and prosecution of offences under article 70:
-

all of Part 2 on jurisdiction and admissibility, except for article 21 – see rule 163, sub-rule 2 (in
other words, inter alia, jurisdiction and admissibility challenges are not allowed and the usual
system of referrals is not used when the Court is investigating or prosecuting an offence under
article 70; however, article 21 on the law that the Court should apply in all other cases is
applicable to these offences);

-

unlike article 29, which provides that the Court cannot impose any periods of limitation in
relation to the substantive crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court, rule 164 provides that the
Court must recognise a five year period of limitation on its prosecutions and enforcement of
sanctions under article 70 (note that the period of limitation will be interrupted by the initiation
of an investigation or prosecution during the period, either by the Court or by a State Party with
jurisdiction over the offence);

-

articles 53 and 59 will not apply where the Prosecutor initiates and conducts investigations
proprio motu under article 70 – see rule 165 (see also discussion below of some of the
implications of this for States Parties); note that rule 169 allows the Prosecutor to request the
Court orally for the immediate arrest of a person alleged to have committed an offence in the
presence of a Chamber;

-

article 77 on applicable penalties will not apply, except for orders of forfeiture under article 77,
paragraph 2 (b) and the corresponding rule 147 – see rule 166 (discussed further below in the
context of enforcement by States Parties); note that neither rule 145 on considerations relevant
to sentencing, nor rule 146 on considerations relevant to ordering a fine, will apply to sanctions
imposed under article 70;

-

None of Part 10 on enforcement will apply, except for articles 103, 107, 109, and 111 – see rule
163, sub- rule 3 (these will be discussed in further detail below, in the context of the impact on a
State Party’s obligations).

Note that the corresponding rules to each of these provisions do not apply either – see further the
Table: Which Rules Relate to Each Article of the Rome Statute.
The RPE also clarify some important parts of the Rome Statute which do apply to the prosecution of
these offences, with some minor variations. Rule 167 is relevant to requests for cooperation under
article 70, paragraph 2, the latter of which provides that the conditions for providing such cooperation
to the Court “shall be governed by the domestic laws of the requested State.” The rule now clarifies
what kind of cooperation the Court may request from the State (discussed below). In addition, rule 168
now applies the principle of ne bis in idem (see article 20) to the Court’s prosecution of offences under
article 70, although without the exceptions provided for in article 20. Rule 172 allows the Court to
proceed in accordance with article 70 and rules 162-169, where a case of misconduct before the Court
under article 71 would also constitute one of the offences defined in article 70. Note also rule 165, sub-
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rule 4, which allows the Trial Chamber to join the charges under article 70 with charges under articles
5-8, taking into account the rights of the defence.
Most of these rules are only directed to the Court and are not intended to affect national laws.
However, some of these rules are relevant to States Parties and provide clarification on their obligations
under the Rome Statute, as follows.
a) Rules relating to international cooperation under Part 9
Rule 167 is directly relevant to States Parties, as it addresses the issue of international cooperation and
judicial assistance. It simply clarifies that the Court may request a State to provide any form of
international cooperation or judicial assistance corresponding to those forms set forth in Part 9 of the
Rome Statute, and requires the Court to indicate that article 70 is the basis for the request. The forms
of cooperation outlined in Part 9 include arresting and surrendering persons to the Court, assisting the
Court with the location of evidence, and so forth. This rule does not affect article 70, paragraph 2,
which provides that the conditions for providing such cooperation to the Court are to be governed by
the domestic laws of the requested State (see rule 167, sub-rule 2). In other words, States need only
provide such cooperation in accordance with their existing laws, and no additional domestic
implementation should be necessary for a State to cooperate with the Court in relation to an
investigation or prosecution under article 70.
b) Rules relating to enforcement of sanctions imposed under article 70
Upon conviction, article 70, paragraph 3 allows the Court to impose “a term of imprisonment not
exceeding five years, or a fine in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, or both.” Rule
166 now clarifies the Court’s method of imposition of fines in relation to article 70 offences. Note that
this is a different régime from that provided for in rule 146 on imposition of fines under article 77.
In addition, rule 166, paragraph 2 clarifies that the Court may also impose an order of forfeiture under
article 77, paragraph 2 (b), which may be ordered in addition to imprisonment or a fine or both. Rule
147 is relevant here, because it applies to “any hearing to consider an order of forfeiture.” It sets out
the procedure and requirements for such hearings, before the Court may issue an order of forfeiture in
relation to specific proceeds, property or assets.
States Parties are required to enforce all of the Court’s fines and forfeiture measures, in accordance with
the procedure of their national law (article 109). Rule 163, paragraph 3 specifically provides that article
109 applies to proceedings under article 70. Rule 166, paragraph 5 also clarifies that the Court may
request a State Party to enforce a fine imposed in accordance with rule 166, sub-rule 4, where the
convicted person does not pay the fine within a reasonable period of time. Rules 217-222 will also
become relevant in such situations (see further Chapter 2.6 Rules relating to enforcement of fines,
forfeiture and reparations orders).
Article 103 provides that enforcement of ICC sentences of imprisonment by States Parties is on a
voluntary basis. Rule 163, sub-rule 3 clarifies that this principle also applies in relation to enforcing
sentences of imprisonment imposed under article 70. The rest of article 103 also applies, namely the
procedure for the Court to choose an appropriate State of enforcement. This includes taking into
account the application of widely accepted international treaty standards governing the treatment of
prisoners (article 103, paragraph 3 (b)). However, most of the rest of Part 10 does not apply to persons
sentenced to imprisonment under article 70. Only articles 107 (transfer of the person upon completion
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of the sentence) and 111 (escape) apply – note that the rules relating to articles 107 and 111, namely
198-208, 213, 217-222 & 225, are discussed in Chapter 2.7 Rules relating to enforcement of
sentences.
In other words, the ICC will be much less actively involved in supervising such sentences of
imprisonment, than in cases where the person is convicted for crimes committed under articles 5-8.
This is so that the ICC can focus its attention on the more important work of investigating, prosecuting,
and supervising persons who commit crimes under articles 5-8. Where a person is convicted under
article 70, the Court cannot change the State of enforcement, because article 104 does not apply. The
Court’s sentence is not binding on the States Parties, because article 105 does not apply. The Court
will not supervise the sentence and the conditions of imprisonment, because article 106 does not apply.
There is no limit on the prosecution or punishment of the prisoner for other offences allegedly
committed before delivery to the State of enforcement, because article 108 does not apply. Nor will the
ICC be able to review the sentence, because article 110 does not apply. Presumably, because neither
article 105 nor article 110 applies, the State of enforcement may review the sentence of the prisoner in
accordance with national laws on parole and so forth.
Note that in all cases, there is now a limitation period on the enforcement of sanctions imposed by the
ICC under article 70. Rule 164, sub-rule 3 provides that enforcement of sanctions imposed under
article 70 shall be subject to a period of limitation of ten years from the date on which the sanction
became final. In addition, this period of limitation will be interrupted if the convicted person is detained,
or is outside the territory of the States Parties.
c) Rules relating to State obligations with respect to initiation of investigations
Rule 165 allows the ICC Prosecutor to initiate and conduct investigations under article 70 on her/his
own initiative, “on the basis of information communicated by a Chamber or any reliable source.” Rule
163, sub-rule 2 provides that most of Part 2 on other jurisdiction and admissibility considerations do not
apply, including article 15 on the initial procedures for proprio motu investigations by the Prosecutor of
crimes allegedly committed under articles 5-8. From Part 2, only article 21 on applicable law is relevant
to investigations and prosecutions of offences committed under article 70. Rule 165, sub-rule 2 further
provides that articles 53 and 59, and any rules thereunder, do not apply to article 70 investigations and
prosecutions.
The removal of the Prosecutor’s obligations under article 53 and its corresponding rules greatly
simplifies the procedures for the Prosecutor to follow when investigating these offences, and will reduce
the potential involvement of States in the preliminary stages of such investigations. Rule 92, paragraph
2 would normally require the Court to notify victims concerning the decision of the Prosecutor not to
initiate an investigation or a prosecution pursuant to article 53. In addition, States Parties would
normally be required to assist with such notifications in accordance with article 93, paragraph 1 (d) and
(l) – see rule 92, sub-rule 7 (discussed further in Chapter 2.5 Rules relating to collecting and
preserving evidence). States will now not be required to assist with such notification, in cases
involving offences under article 70.
Of even more relevance to States Parties is the fact that the provisions of article 59 will not apply to
investigations under article 70. Article 59 outlines the usual requirements on a State Party which has
been requested to arrest and surrender a person to the ICC, or provisionally arrest a person for the ICC
(discussed in detail in Chapter 2.4 Rules relating to arrest, surrender, and summonses). Rule 167
allows the ICC to ask for the cooperation of a State Party in arresting a person suspected of committing
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an offence under article 70, because it is one of the forms of cooperation set forth in Part 9, Rome
Statute. However, article 70, paragraph 2 and rule 167, paragraph 2 provide that the conditions for
arresting such persons shall be governed by the domestic laws of the requested State, not by article 59.
Note that States Parties may also be requested to assist in collecting evidence in relation to the
Prosecutor’s investigation of an offence under article 70, in accordance with article 93 and rule 167.
Even though the conditions for providing such assistance shall be governed by the domestic laws of the
requested State, the ICC may not apply national laws governing evidence, other than in accordance with
article 21 (see rule 63, paragraph 5, noting that article 21 does apply to article 70 prosecutions – see
rule 163, paragraph 2). Therefore, State authorities should familiarise themselves with the evidentiary
provisions relevant to ICC investigations and prosecutions, which also apply to offences under article
70. This will ensure that the evidence they gather for the ICC is admissible, and thus their efforts are
not wasted.

Implementation considerations
a) Implementation of rules relating to jurisdiction and international cooperation
All relevant State authorities must defer to the authority of the ICC to assert primary jurisdiction over
offences committed under article 70. This requirement for deferral may or may not require legislative
implementation, depending on the nature of the State’s legal system. Relevant authorities should also
be made aware that no jurisdiction or admissibility challenges are allowed in relation to prosecutions
under article 70, even if the person accused is a national of that State (rule 163, sub-rule 2). However,
the ICC will most likely consult with a State Party that has jurisdiction over the offence, in order to
determine the most appropriate forum (rule 162, sub-rules 1 & 2).
Even if the ICC decides to exercise its jurisdiction over a person, rule 163, sub-rule 3 implies that an
interested State may also be able to prosecute the person subsequently, since article 108 does not apply
to limit a sentenced person from being prosecuted, punished or extradited to a third State for “conduct
engaged in prior to that person’s delivery to the State of enforcement”. However, any national laws on
the principles of ne bis in idem, double jeopardy, and so forth, would most likely apply to restrict
national authorities from re-prosecuting the person for the same offence.
Where the ICC decides to exercise its jurisdiction, article 70, paragraph 2 and rule 167 provide that
States must cooperate with the Court in its investigations and prosecutions. The Court may request a
State to provide “any form of international cooperation or judicial assistance corresponding to those
forms set forth in Part 9.” All of these forms of cooperation and their corresponding rules are discussed
throughout this document, and will not be repeated here. However, note that the Court must indicate
that the basis for any such request is an investigation or prosecution of offences under article 70 (rule
167, sub-rule 1).
The other main difference is that the conditions for the State to provide cooperation to the Court in
accordance with article 70 will be governed by the domestic laws of the requested State, such as
domestic laws on extradition and mutual legal assistance. However, such laws may currently only apply
to requests from other States. Therefore, these laws may need to be amended to allow the State to
extradite a person to the ICC and to provide judicial assistance to the ICC. Ideally, States should be
able to provide full cooperation to the Court in accordance with Part 9, and this would also simplify the
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implementing process. If they have not done so already, States could incorporate a simple provision in
their ICC implementing legislation to clarify that all of the forms of cooperation they can provide under
Part 9 can also be provided in accordance with a request for cooperation under article 70. Otherwise,
States may have to amend each relevant domestic law individually, to ensure that all of the relevant
forms of cooperation can be provided to the ICC as well as to other States.
If the ICC decides not to exercise its jurisdiction over a person, States must prosecute these cases when
asked (article 70, paragraph 4 and rule 162, sub-rule 4). The RPE do not provide any further guidance
as to the requirements for a prosecution by State authorities, other than those already set out in article
70, paragraph 4: States Parties must have appropriate laws in place to prosecute these offences where
committed on their territory or by their nationals, and competent authorities must treat such cases with
diligence and devote sufficient resources to enable them to be conducted effectively.
b) Implementation of rules relating to enforcement of sanctions imposed under article 70
Chapter 2.6 highlights the implementation considerations relevant to rules on enforcement of sanctions
in general terms. This section will merely highlight the special nature of rules relating to sanctions
imposed under article 70.
States need to have legislation and procedures in place to ensure that they can enforce fines and
forfeiture orders imposed by the ICC in accordance with article 70, article 77, paragraph 2 (b), and rules
147 & 166. These orders will be no different from those imposed by the ICC under Part 7, and should
be enforced in accordance with article 109. Note that States Parties must give effect to fines and
forfeiture orders imposed by the Court, “without prejudice to the rights of bona fide third parties, and in
accordance with the procedure of their national law” (article 109, paragraph 1). Thus, the enforcement
of these orders should require minimal implementation.
Enforcement of ICC prison sentences is optional for States Parties. Where a States chooses to
supervise someone convicted of committing one of the crimes under articles 5-8, there are certain
obligations that the State must honour. However, most of these are not relevant if the person is
convicted under article 70 (rule 163, sub-rule 3). The only provisions that are relevant arise where the
person has finished the sentence, or has escaped (see articles 107 & 111). Therefore, if a State wishes
to supervise persons convicted by the ICC under article 70, they may need a separate régime from their
program for supervising persons sentenced to imprisonment for committing the crimes under articles 58. They may wish to transfer all relevant responsibilities to national authorities, who can then supervise
the conditions of imprisonment and review the sentence in accordance with national laws. However,
these authorities must be required to follow articles 107 and 111. This means that they must determine
where the person should be sent once the sentence is finished in accordance with article 107. They must
also advise the ICC Registrar as soon as possible if the sentenced person has escaped (article 111 and
rule 225, paragraph 1).
States should also note the ten year limitation period for enforcement of all sanctions imposed by the
ICC under article 70 (rule 164). This limitation period only applies to the Court, but States may wish to
reflect this limitation in their legislation on responding to requests from the Court.
For the purposes of determining the period of limitation, States need to keep accurate records of any
time the person spends in custody, or if the person escapes to the territory of a non-State Party – both
of these occurrences interrupt the period of limitation (rule 164, sub-rule 3).
c) Implementation of rules relating to initiation of investigations
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Rule 165, sub-rule 2 excludes articles 53 and 59 from applying to investigations and prosecutions for
offences under article 70. States may wish to reflect these exclusions in the relevant implementing
legislation and procedures. In relation to article 53 and rule 92, it means that States are not required to
provide notification to victims of any decisions that the Prosecutor may make when deciding whether or
not to commence an investigation or start a prosecution under article 70. In relation to article 59, it
means that States are not required to observe many of the obligations normally imposed when States
arrest persons for the ICC. They are not required to bring the person before a competent judicial
authority, nor to allow the person to apply for interim release pending surrender, unless national laws
already provide for this. Nor does the relevant judicial authority need to take into account
recommendations from the Pre-Trial Chamber in relation to interim release. However, States should
observe the basic rights of all accused persons set out in article 55, paragraph 1, and in the International
Covenant on Civil & Political Rights, as well as all relevant international standards on the treatment of
persons in custody. Otherwise, the ICC may find that the person has been denied due process and
cannot be convicted, on that basis alone.
Similarly, when national authorities are collecting evidence to assist the ICC with an investigation under
article 70, they are entitled to provide such cooperation in accordance with the domestic laws of the
State. However, the ICC will not generally recognise domestic laws on evidence and admissibility
(article 21 and rule 63, paragraph 5). Therefore, national authorities should be properly trained in the
rules of evidence of the ICC, to ensure that all evidence they may collect for the ICC will be admissible,
and will not jeopardise the right of the accused to a fair trial. These rules of evidence are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 2.5.
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2.2 RULES RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS ON INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION WITH THE COURT
References: Article 87, Rome Statute;
Rules 176-180; and
Pages 24-33, “Manual” (which also covers general State Party obligations under
articles 86, 88, 93-97, 99 & 100 - for which obligations there are no relevant rules.

Description
Article 87 outlines the general requirements relating to all requests for cooperation from the ICC,
including the possibility that States Parties can designate their preferred channel for communications
with the Court, which may be other than their regular diplomatic channel for communications on
international matters (see paragraph 1 (a)). This designation may be made at the time of ratifying,
accepting, approving, or acceding to the Rome Statute. At that time, States Parties may also choose in
which language they wish to receive requests from the Court – either one of their official languages or
one of the working languages of the Court (see article 87, paragraph 2). Note that the working
languages of the Court are English and French – see article 50, paragraph 2. Paragraphs 5 & 6 of
article 87 also provide that the ICC can invite non-States Parties and intergovernmental organizations
(IGO’s) to provide assistance with the Court’s investigations and prosecutions.
Rules 176-180 now provide further details on various issues relating to communications between the
organs of the Court, States, and IGO’s, in relation to requests for cooperation under article 87. Note
that none of these rules affect paragraphs 3 & 4 of article 87, which provide that certain information
relating to requests for cooperation must be kept confidential, or “handled in a manner that protects the
safety and physical or psychological well-being of any victims, potential witnesses and their families”.
Rule 176 outlines which organs of the ICC will be responsible for the various types of communications
between the Court and States, and between the Court and IGO’s, in relation to requests for
cooperation. In general, the Registry will take responsibility for transmitting and receiving
communications on most matters, including information pertaining to preferred channels of
communication and languages of requests for cooperation. The Registry is the appropriate organ of the
Court to which requested States should transmit all responses, information and documents requested by
the various Chambers of the Court (sub-rules 2 & 4), unless otherwise specified in the Rome Statute or
the RPE. The Registry is also the appropriate organ to receive the communication if a State wishes to
change its national channel for receiving requests for cooperation, or the language in which it receives
requests (rule 176, sub-rule 3). However, the Office of the Prosecutor will transmit any requests for
cooperation made by the Prosecutor, and will be the appropriate organ to which States and IGO’s
receiving such requests should transmit their responses, information and documents (sub-rules 2 & 4;
see also rule 13).
Rule 176 also sets out the responsibilities of the Registrar in relation to maintaining the channels of
communication between States, IGO’s, and all the relevant organs of the Court. The Registrar is
required to make available to States Parties “such information … as may be appropriate”, whenever a
State Party makes a request for information (sub-rule 3).
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Rule 177 requires States to “provide all relevant information” about the national authority that has been
designated as the channel for communications from the Court, at the time of ratification, acceptance,
approval, or accession to the Rome Statute (sub-rule 1). Once the Court is established and
subsequently, any such communications will be obtained by the Registrar from the Secretary-General of
the United Nations (rule 176, sub-rule 1). If an IGO has been requested to assist the Court, the
Registrar will ascertain its designated channel of communication and obtain all the relevant information
(sub-rule 2).
Rules 178-179 clarify the procedures for States wishing to designate a language for communication with
the Court, in accordance with article 87, paragraph 2, and taking into account article 87, paragraph 5,
on the potential for non-States Parties to provide cooperation to the Court. If no language of
communication is designated by a State, then requests for cooperation to that State will either be in, or
be accompanied by a translation into, one of the working languages of the Court.
Rule 180 outlines the procedures for States wishing to change their channel of communication or
language of requests for cooperation.

Implementation considerations
It is highly unlikely that any of these rules will require legislative implementation. They are merely
procedural matters, which can all be handled administratively. For the sake of efficiency, States should
consider designating a particular administrative authority to manage all communications with the Court,
including requests for cooperation from the Court, taking into account the following considerations:
(1) If a State wishes to designate a particular channel for communications with the ICC - other than
the State’s diplomatic channel - this can be done at the time of ratifying, accepting, approving,
or acceding to the Rome Statute (article 87, paragraph 1 (a)). All such communications made at
that time concerning the designated channel must “provide all relevant information” about that
channel (rule 177, sub-rule 1). Such information should probably include the title of the national
authority, a designated contact person, and all relevant contact details for that authority.
(2) If a State wishes to designate the language in which it would like to receive requests for
cooperation and supporting documents, this can be done at the time of ratifying, accepting,
approving, or acceding to the Rome Statute. However, the choice of languages is limited to “an
official language of the requested State or one of the working languages of the Court” (article
87, paragraph 2). If a State Party has more than one official language, it can indicate upon
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession that requests for cooperation and any supporting
documents can be drafted in any one of its official languages (rule 178, paragraph 1).
(3) If a State Party does not choose a language for communication with the Court at the time of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, then all requests for cooperation made to that
State will either be in, or be accompanied by a translation into, one of the working languages of
the Court (rule 178, sub-rule 2), until the State Party requests a different language for requests.
(4) Where a non-State Party has agreed to assist the Court in accordance with article 87, paragraph
5, it should designate its preferred channel of communication at the earliest opportunity,
providing all relevant details to the Court, and it should designate the language in which it
wishes to communicate with the Court, if that language is not one of the working languages of
the Court (rule 179).
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(5) If a State (whether a Party to the Rome Statute or not) wishes to change its designated channel
for communications with the Court, or the language in which it wishes to receive such
communications, it must communicate this to the ICC Registrar “at the earliest opportunity”
(rule 176, paragraph 3 & rule 180, sub-rule 1). Note that such changes shall take effect in
respect of requests for cooperation made by the Court at a time agreed between the Court and
the State or, in the absence of such an agreement, 45 days after the Court has received the
communication and, in all cases, without prejudice to current requests or requests in progress
(rule 180, sub-rule 2).
(6) States should ensure that they transmit to the Registrar all responses, information and
documents requested by the various Chambers of the Court (rule 176, 2), unless the Rome
Statute or the RPE provide otherwise.
(7) Where the Prosecutor has made the request for cooperation, States should transmit all
responses, information and documents to the Office of the Prosecutor (rule 176, sub-rule 2).
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2.4 RULES RELATING TO ARREST, SURRENDER, TRANSFER OF PERSONS IN
CUSTODY, AND SUMMONSES

References: Articles 19-20, 27, 48, 55, 58-59, 61, 66-67, 86, & 89-92, article 93, paragraph 7, and
articles 94, 97-98, 101 & 111, and Part 10, Rome Statute;

Rules 20-22, 61, & 117, rule 119, sub-rule 5, and rules 123, 181-189, 192-193, 195197, 207 & 225;
and
Pages 34-64, “Manual”.

Description
Article 55, Rome Statute provides that when the ICC is investigating a case, “a person shall not be
subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention, and shall not be deprived of his or her liberty except on such
grounds and in accordance with such procedures as are established in this Statute” (paragraph 1 (d)).
The ICC will rely on national authorities to detain suspects, or otherwise put them on notice that their
presence is required before the Court, and then to ensure the attendance by these persons at the Court.
There are three means by which the ICC can request the assistance of national authorities to ensure that
a suspect appears before the Court:
i.

Issuing an arrest warrant along with a request for arrest and surrender of the person, in
accordance with articles 58, 67, 89 & 91, and rule 117, rule 123, sub-rule 1, & rule 187;

ii.

Issuing an arrest warrant along with a request for provisional arrest, in accordance with
article 58, paragraph 5, articles 67 & 92, and rules 117, 123 & 187-9, in urgent cases
where the required supporting documentation is not yet available; and

iii.

Issuing a summons, with or without conditions restricting liberty (other than detention) if
provided for by national law, in accordance with article 58, paragraph 7, article 67, and
rule 119 & rule 123, sub-rule 1, where the Pre-Trial Chamber is satisfied that a summons
is sufficient to ensure the person’s appearance.

This Chapter will first discuss the rules that are particularly relevant to each of these three approaches,
and then highlight rules that are relevant to all three situations. Note that rules pertaining to the
questioning of accused persons will be discussed in Chapter 2.5 Rules relating to collecting and
preserving evidence.
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a) Rules relating to the arrest
Article 67, Rome Statute provides that every accused person has the right to a fair trial and pre-trial
process, which includes the right “to be informed promptly and in detail of the nature, cause and content
of the charge, in a language which the accused fully understands and speaks” (paragraph 1 (a)). In
order to facilitate this requirement, the RPE clarify the documentation that a person is entitled to receive
upon arrest in accordance with articles 59, 89 and 91.
Rule 117, sub-rule 1 provides that the ICC must ensure that an arrested person receives a copy of the
arrest warrant issued by the Pre-Trial Chamber “and any relevant provisions of the Statute.” These
documents must be made available to the arrested person “in a language that the person fully
understands and speaks.” Rule 187 further provides that in all relevant cases, the Court’s request for
arrest and surrender will be accompanied by the translation of the warrant of arrest or of the judgement
of conviction and by the translation of the text of any relevant provisions of the Statute, in a language
that the person fully understands and speaks. This language may be different from the official language
of the State, or another language chosen by the State as the designated language for all requests from
the ICC (see article 87, paragraph 2).
Note that these rules do not place any obligations on States Parties, over and above their obligations
under the Rome Statute to “comply with requests for arrest and surrender” (article 89). The onus is on
the ICC to ensure that it provides this additional documentation and that the arrested person receives it.
Note also article 100, paragraph 1 (b), which provides that the ICC will bear the costs of all translation.
However, it would help the Court considerably if State authorities undertake to inform the Court once a
person has been arrested by them, and if these authorities are also made aware beforehand of the
possibility that the ICC may send some additional documentation with the request for arrest and
surrender. It would also help the Court if arresting authorities were required to give this additional
documentation to the arrested person on behalf of the Court. This would help to ensure that all the
arrested person’s rights are protected from the moment of arrest, so that the case can proceed without
any subsequent due process challenges.
Rule 123, sub-rule 1 places another obligation on the ICC, in terms of information to be given to an
arrested person. Entitled “Measures to ensure the presence of the person concerned at the confirmation
hearing”, the rule provides that the Pre-Trial Chamber must ensure that the person who has been
arrested “is notified of the provisions of article 61, paragraph 2.” The latter provision allows the ICC to
hold a confirmation hearing in the absence of the accused, inter alia, where the accused has waived
her/his right to be present, or has fled and cannot be found. One of the other considerations in
determining whether to hold the hearing in the absence of the accused, is whether “all reasonable steps
have been taken … to inform the person of the charges and that a hearing to confirm those charges will
be held” (article 61, paragraph 2 (b)). Clearly, rule 123, subrule 1 is intended to give the arrested
person the earliest possible opportunity to appreciate the importance of attending the confirmation
hearing. Note that rule 124 sets out the procedure for a person to waive her/his right to be present at
the confirmation hearing.
Once again, these rules do not place any actual obligations on States Parties. However, it would greatly
facilitate the work of the Court if national arresting authorities were aware of the significance of the
arrested person receiving this information.
Rule 123, sub-rule 3 is also relevant to ensuring that a person attends his/her confirmation hearing,
without placing additional obligations on the requested State. The ICC Pre-Trial Chamber is required
to ensure that the arrest warrant has actually been issued and, “if the warrant of arrest has not been
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executed within a reasonable period of time after the issuance of the warrant, that all reasonable
measures have been taken to locate and arrest the person.” Presumably part of the Pre-Trial Chamber’s
investigation will be communications with the requested State, to ascertain why the person has not yet
been arrested. The need for the cooperation of the requested State under such circumstances is
consistent with article 59, Rome Statute, which provides that States Parties must “immediately take
steps to arrest the person in question” once a request is received, and article 97, which requires States
Parties to “consult with the Court without delay” wherever a problem is identified with respect to
execution of a request from the Court.
Note that national authorities may not determine whether the ICC’s arrest warrant was properly issued
(article 59, paragraph (4)). Only the ICC can make such a determination. Rule 117, sub-rule 3 now
sets out the requirements for such challenges.
b) Rules relating to provisional arrest
Article 92 provides that the ICC may request States to provisionally arrest a person in urgent cases.
The requirements for supporting documentation in such cases are different from requests for arrest and
surrender (see article 92, paragraph 2, compared with article 91, paragraph 2). Delivery of the ICC’s
arrest warrant and the request for surrender cannot be prerequisites for provisional arrest. However,
under the RPE, persons who are provisionally arrested are entitled to receive certain information from
the ICC once they have been arrested and the Court is aware of their arrest: (i) a copy of the arrest
warrant issued by the Pre-Trial Chamber, together with relevant provisions of the Statute, all “in a
language that the person fully understands and speaks” (rule 117, sub-rule 1); and (ii) notification of the
provisions of article 61, paragraph 2 on confirmation hearings (rule 123, sub-rule 1 – see description
above). Where the ICC subsequently forwards the request for surrender to the State, it must be
accompanied by the documents listed in rule 187 – a translation of the warrant of arrest and a
translation of the text of any relevant provisions of the Statute, in a language that the person fully
understands and speaks – if they have not been provided to the accused person already.
As with the execution of arrest warrants, the requirement for this documentation to be given to the
arrested person does not place any obligations on States Parties. The onus is on the ICC to ensure that
the person receives the documents. However, it would greatly facilitate the work of the ICC and help
ensure the protection of the rights of the accused if national authorities could assist the Court in the
delivery of these additional documents.
c) Rules relating to a summons
When a person is served with a summons by national authorities, the Pre-Trial Chamber must ensure
that the person who has been summonsed is notified of the provisions of article 61, paragraph 2, which
relates to confirmation hearings (rule 123, sub-rule 1). This is intended to make sure that the person
attends the confirmation hearing. While placing no obligations on States Parties, it would greatly assist
the work of the Court if national authorities are required to provide the Pre-Trial Chamber’s notification
to the person at the same time as serving the summons.
Article 58, paragraph 7 allows the ICC to issue a summons with or without conditions restricting
liberty, other than detention, as long as these conditions are provided for by national law. Rule 119,
sub-rule 1 sets out some examples of conditions that the ICC may impose. Sub-rule 5 of rule 119
requires the Pre-Trial Chamber to ascertain the relevant provisions of the national law of the State
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receiving the summons, in order to ensure that any conditions it may wish to impose are provided for
under the State’s law.
Even though the onus is on the Pre-Trial Chamber to review the State’s law, it would help the Court
immeasurably if State authorities were able to provide such information to the Court whenever
requested. This would be similar to the obligation that is imposed in relation to surrender requirements
under article 91, paragraph 4, which provides that “a State Party shall consult with the Court, either
generally or with respect to a specific matter, regarding any requirements under its national law that
may apply under paragraph 2 (c)” – which covers “documents, statements or information as may be
necessary to meet the requirements for the surrender process in the requested State”.
Note that the Pre-Trial Chamber subsequently may issue a warrant of arrest for the person, if it is
convinced that the summonsed person has failed to comply with any of the conditions imposed (rule
119, sub-rule 4).
d) Rules relating to defence counsel
Article 67, paragraph (b) provides that accused persons have the right “to have adequate time and
facilities for the preparation of the defence and to communicate freely with counsel of the accused’s
choosing in confidence.” Rule 117, sub-rule 2 further clarifies one aspect of this right, by providing:
“At any time after arrest, the person may make a request to the Pre-Trial Chamber for the appointment
of counsel to assist with proceedings before the Court and the Pre-Trial Chamber shall take a decision
on such request”. This right to request counsel arises irrespective of whether the arrested person is
about to be questioned or not. The person may be entitled to challenge the ICC’s arrest warrant, or
even the jurisdiction of the ICC, and needs legal advice as to all her/his entitlements under the Rome
Statute, at the earliest possible opportunity (see also the separate discussion on the rights of accused
persons being questioned under article 55, paragraph 2, in Chapter 2.5 Rules relating to collecting
and preserving evidence).
Rules 20 to 22 set out the ICC’s responsibilities in relation to defendants and their counsel. In terms of
assignment of counsel for arrested persons, Rule 20, sub-rule 1 (c) obliges the Registrar of the ICC,
inter alia, to “assist arrested persons … in obtaining legal advice and the assistance of legal counsel”.
Rule 21, sub-rule 1 provides that the criteria and procedures for the Court’s assignment of legal counsel
have yet to be established, but will be included in the Court’s Regulations, “based on a proposal by the
Registrar, following consultations with any independent representative body of counsel or legal
associations”. These criteria and procedures will be subject to article 55, paragraph 2 (c), and article
67, paragraph 1 (d). Rule 22 sets out the necessary qualifications of Counsel for the defence.
Clearly, it would be helpful if national authorities could facilitate an arrested person’s request for
counsel being delivered to the Pre-Trial Chamber in the Hague. On a practical level, this request to the
Pre-Trial Chamber will probably take some time to process, given the geographical distances involved,
unless the person is arrested in the Netherlands. Thus, it would be extremely useful if national arresting
and/or remand authorities could also facilitate the appointment of local “interim” counsel, in situations
where the accused person requests legal assistance.
The privileges and immunities of defence counsel proved to be a difficult issue during the Prepcom
negotiations, given the range of different legal systems represented, particularly the difficulties faced by
non-adversarial systems in adapting to a more adversarial approach to criminal justice. A special Draft
agreement on the privileges and immunities of the Court was finally adopted by the Prepcom in
October 2001, taking into account article 48, paragraphs 3 & 4, Rome Statute. This agreement will
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also become relevant in terms of international criminal lawyers being able to have unimpeded access to
their clients, no matter where in the world their clients are detained, once the agreement enters into
force. States Parties should ensure that they implement this agreement in full once it has been adopted
by the Assembly of States Parties, so that the defence is not impeded in any way from ensuring that the
Court has all relevant evidence before it.
e) Rules relating to interim release
Once a person has been arrested or provisionally arrested by national authorities, article 59 requires,
inter alia, that the person “be brought promptly before the competent judicial authority in the custodial
State”, and provided the opportunity to apply for “interim release pending surrender” (paragraphs 2 &
3). The ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber must be notified and make recommendations if a person applies for
interim release (article 59, paragraph 5). Under rule 117, sub-rule 4, the Pre-Trial Chamber must
observe any time limits that the custodial State may set upon the Pre-Trial Chamber in terms of
providing its recommendations. Note that national authorities must then “give full consideration to such
recommendations” before rendering any decisions on interim release (article 59, paragraph 5).
Although this is not explicit in the Rome Statute or the RPE, it seems reasonable to assume that the
custodial State should inform the Pre-Trial Chamber whether or not the person has been granted interim
release by the national judicial authority. This will assist the work of the Pre-Trial Chamber in
monitoring the progress of all ICC-related proceedings. The Rome Statute provides that if the person is
granted interim release, the Pre-Trial Chamber may request periodic reports on the status of the interim
release (article 59, paragraph 6). Rule 117, sub-rule 5 now adds: when the Pre-Trial Chamber is
informed that the person has been granted interim release, it must inform the custodial State as to how
and when it would like to receive these periodic reports.
Where a person has been provisionally arrested and denied interim release, the national authorities may
subsequently release the person from custody if the request for surrender and the documents supporting
the request are not received within a certain time limit (article 92, paragraph 3). Rule 188 now
establishes this time limit as 60 days from the date of the provisional arrest. However, once the
requisite documents do arrive, the person must be arrested again, and brought back before the
competent judicial authority as described above (article 92, paragraph 4). Note that a provisionally
arrested person may voluntarily consent to being surrendered to the ICC before the requisite documents
arrive, if this is permitted by national laws (article 92, paragraph 3). In that case, the requested State
must surrender the person to the Court as soon as possible (article 92, paragraph 3) and the Court is not
required to provide the documents described in article 91 unless the requested State indicates otherwise
(rule 189).
f) Rules relating to “ne bis in idem” challenges
Where the arrested person believes s/he has already been prosecuted for the same offence, or conduct
that relates to that offence, the person may bring a challenge before the national court on the principle
of ne bis in idem (see article 20 and article 89, paragraph 2). If a person sought for surrender makes
such a challenge, the requested State is required to “consult immediately with the Court to determine if
there has been a relevant ruling on admissibility” by the Court (article 89, paragraph 2). If the Court has
already determined that the case is admissible, then the requested State must proceed with the
surrender.
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If, however, an admissibility ruling is pending, then the requested State may postpone execution of the
request until the ICC makes its determination on admissibility (article 89, paragraph 2). When this
situation arises, rule 181 now provides that the Chamber dealing with the case must “take steps to
obtain from the requested State all the relevant information about the ne bis in idem challenge brought
by the person.” States Parties should provide this information in accordance with the obligation to
consult with the Court in such circumstances (article 89, paragraph 2). Note that the provision of this
information by the State is without prejudice to the provisions of article 19 and rules 58-62 on
procedures applicable to challenges to the jurisdiction of the Court or to the admissibility of a case.
As long as the admissibility ruling is pending, the ICC Prosecutor may seek an order from the Court
requesting the State to prevent the absconding of the person who is the subject of the warrant of arrest
(article 19, paragraph 8 (c)). Rule 61 now provides that the Prosecutor’s application for such measures
will be considered ex parte and in camera, and the Pre-Trial Chamber shall rule on the application on an
expedited basis. However, article 19, paragraph 8 requires the Prosecutor to act “in cooperation with
the relevant States” to prevent the person from absconding. Therefore, the requested State should
assist the Prosecutor as soon as it is informed of the issuance of the order, to prevent absconding of the
person making the ne bis in idem challenge.
g) Rules relating to other consultations with the Court on issues of surrender
In most cases, the national judicial authority of a State Party must order the surrender of a person who
is the subject of a request for arrest and surrender from the ICC (article 59, paragraph 7 and article 89,
paragraph 1). However, certain situations allow the requested State to consult with the Court before
surrendering the person, and may allow the State to delay the surrender in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Rome Statute.
In the first case, if the arrested person is already being investigated, or serving a term of imprisonment,
for a different offence than the one described in the ICC arrest warrant, then the requested State must
consult with the Court after granting the request for surrender, in order to determine the most
appropriate course of action (article 89, paragraph 4). Article 94 provides that the requested State may
postpone the execution of the request for a period of time agreed upon with the Court, if the immediate
execution of the request would interfere with an ongoing investigation or prosecution of a different
matter. Rule 183 also clarifies that the requested State may choose temporarily to surrender the person
sought, in accordance with conditions that may be determined between the requested State and the
Court. In such cases, the person is to be kept in custody while before the ICC, and transferred back to
the requested State when no longer required, or at the latest when the proceedings have been
completed.
Secondly, article 98 prevents the ICC from requesting the surrender of a person, where the surrender
would require the requested State to act inconsistently with its obligations under international law with
respect to the State or diplomatic immunity of a person or property of a third State, or inconsistently
with its obligations under international agreements pursuant to which the consent of a sending State is
required to surrender a person of that State to the Court. An example of the latter would be obligations
under a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). However, in both cases the Court may avoid these
problems by obtaining the cooperation of the relevant State in waiving the immunity or otherwise giving
consent for the surrender. This provision has always been considered controversial, as it touches upon
the duties of States to honour their international legal obligations with regard to diplomatic or State
immunity, as well as to extradition agreements, while still trying to ensure that the ICC’s jurisdiction is
not unnecessarily restricted. Numerous commentators have suggested that all States Parties to the
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Rome Statute have impliedly waived the immunity of all their State officials in relation to ICC
investigations and prosecutions, in accordance with article 27, and have already consented to have their
nationals surrendered to the ICC in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Rome Statute, simply
by becoming States Parties to the Statute.
Nevertheless, should the request for surrender still raise a problem of execution in respect of article 98,
now rule 195 adds some clarifications. Rule 195, sub-rule 1 clarifies that the requested State must
provide any information relevant to assist the Court in the application of article 98. In addition, any
concerned third State or sending State may provide additional information to assist the Court. This is
consistent with the obligation of all States Parties to cooperate with the Court in its investigations and
prosecutions (article 86), and to consult with the Court without delay wherever there may be a problem
in executing a request (article 97).
Rule 195, sub-rule 2 is more complex, both legally and politically. As a result of the negotiations held
during the Prepcom, a compromise was reached between several strongly-held views. When the
wording of the sub-rule is compared with article 98, paragraph 2, it may appear that the requested State
is now to be left out of negotiations for surrendering the person, while the State of nationality of the
person who is being requested for surrender may prevent surrender to the Court. However, the explicit
reference in the sub-rule to article 98, paragraph 2 ensures that the nature of the requested State’s
obligations are the key issue, not the attitude of the sending State, in accordance with that article.
When the RPE were adopted in June 2000, numerous delegations also reiterated the principle that the
RPE could not be interpreted inconsistently with the Rome Statute (see “Summary of statements made
in plenary in connection with the adoption of the report of the Working Group on the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence and the report of the Working Group on the Elements of Crimes”). Note also
the proviso to be included in the Prepcom’s Summary of Proceedings, that was considered necessary
because of another possible misinterpretation of the final wording of rule 195, sub-rule 2: “It is generally
understood that Rule [195, sub-rule 2] should not be interpreted as requiring or in any way calling for
the negotiation of provisions in any particular international agreement by the Court or by any other
international organization or State.”
Thirdly, article 90 requires a State Party that has been requested to surrender a person, to notify the
ICC if it also receives a request from any other State for the extradition of the same person for the same
conduct which forms the basis of the crime for which the Court seeks the person’s surrender. If the
ICC consequently finds its case to be inadmissible, but the State Party then decides not to extradite the
person to the requesting State, the State Party must notify the Court of this decision (article 90,
paragraph 8). Rule 186 is also pertinent to this situation, clarifying that the requested State must notify
the ICC Prosecutor directly. This will enable the Prosecutor to seek immediate review of the Court’s
previous decision on the inadmissibility of the case (see article 19, paragraph 10).
Note that the rules do not add anything to the general obligation on a State Party to consult with the
ICC if other problems are identified which may impede or prevent the execution of a request for any
form of cooperation (article 97). Nor do they add any clarifications to the situation described in article
95, where the arrested person is already being investigated by the requested State for the same offence,
and thus the State may postpone execution of the request, in most circumstances (but see the discussion
below on the reports required from the investigating State, in Chapter 3.2 Rules relating to
jurisdiction and admissibility challenges).
h) Rules relating to the surrender
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Article 59, paragraph 7 provides that once the custodial State has ordered the surrender of a person, the
person must be delivered to the Court as soon as possible. Rule 184 now describes the practical
arrangements for surrender, which include coordination with the ICC Registrar as to the date and
manner of surrender. If circumstances prevent the surrender of the person by the date agreed, the
authorities of the requested State and the Registrar must agree upon a new date and manner of
surrender (sub-rule 3).
Article 101, paragraph 1 provides that a person surrendered to the Court may not be proceeded against
for any conduct committed prior to surrender, other than the conduct which forms the basis of the
crimes for which the person was surrendered. However, paragraph 2 of article 101 allows the Court to
request from the custodial State a waiver of this requirement, if necessary after the provision of
additional information in accordance with article 91. Rule 196 now makes it clear that the surrendered
person may provide his/her views to the Court on a perceived violation of article 101, paragraph 1.
Rule 197 now also applies where the Court has requested a waiver of the requirements of article 101,
paragraph 1. It allows the requested State to ask the Court to obtain and provide the views of the
person who has been surrendered to the Court. This would assist the State in determining whether or
not to waive the requirements of article 101, paragraph 1.
Note also rule 225, which now provides more detail on the procedures to be followed under article 111,
when a person convicted by the ICC ecapes from the custody of the State of enforcement. This rule is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.7 Rules relating to enforcement of sentences of
imprisonment. However, it is relevant to note that the State to which the person has escaped, may be
required to surrender the person back to the State of enforcement, pursuant to either international
agreements or national legislation, or to the ICC, pursuant to Part 9. In the latter case, all relevant rules
on surrender to the Court will apply. Where the State to which the person has escaped agrees to
surrender the person back to the State of enforcement, rule 225, sub-rule 2 stipulates that the person
must “be surrendered to the State of enforcement as soon as possible, if necessary in consultation with
the Registrar, who shall provide all necessary assistance, including, if necessary, the presentation of
requests for transit to the States concerned, in accordance with rule 207.” In addition, this sub-rule
provides that the costs associated with the surrender of the sentenced person will be borne by the Court
if no State assumes responsibility for them.
Rule 225, sub-rule 4 also clarifies that any time the person spends in custody in the State to which s/he
has escaped, will be deducted from the sentence remaining to be served. Thus, any State that detains
such a person should keep accurate records of the time that the person spends in custody.
i) Rules relating to transferring persons in custody
Article 93, paragraph 7 allows the ICC to request the temporary transfer of a person in custody in a
State, in order to assist with an ICC investigation or prosecution. However, the person must freely
consent to the transfer, and the requested State needs to agree to the transfer, subject to conditions it
may wish to impose. Rule 192 now elaborates the procedure for transferring such people. Sub-rule 1
provides that national authorities should make the necessary arrangements for the transfer with both the
ICC Registrar and the authorities of the host State (the Netherlands). Sub-rule 2 places an onus on the
Registrar to “ensure the proper conduct of the transfer, including the supervision of the person while in
the custody of the Court.” Sub-rule 3 allows the prisoner to raise matters concerning the conditions of
her/his detention at the ICC. Finally, sub-rule 4 requires the Registrar to arrange for the return of the
prisoner in custody to the requested State, once the purposes of the transfer have been fulfilled.
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In the same spirit, rule 193 now clarifies that the ICC can order the temporary transfer of a person
serving a sentence of imprisonment imposed by the ICC in a State facility, in accordance with Part 10,
Rome Statute. Note that the provisions of article 93, paragraph 7 do not apply in such circumstances
(rule 193, sub-rule 1). In other words, the Court does not need to obtain the consent of either the
prisoner, or the State of enforcement. This is consistent with the Rome Statute, which gives to the ICC
overall supervision of its prisoners, even where they are being housed in State detention facilities. It is
likely that the ICC will make State consent to such transfers a condition of any agreement between the
Court and States of enforcement.
Rule 193, sub-rule 2 provides that the ICC Registrar must ensure the proper conduct of the transfer, in
liaison with the authorities of the State of enforcement and the authorities of the host State. It also
provides that when the purposes of the transfer have been fulfilled, the Court shall return the sentenced
person to the State of enforcement.
j) Rules relating to transportation through State territory of persons in custody
Article 89, paragraph 3 requires States Parties to authorise transportation through their territory of a
person being surrendered to the Court by another State, except where transit through their territory
would impede or delay the surrender. Sub-paragraph (d) provides that no request for transit should be
required from the Court where the person is being transported by air and no landing is scheduled on
State territory. However, if there is an unscheduled landing, sub-paragraph (e) allows the State to seek
a request for transit from the Court, as provided for in sub-paragraph (b). Note that the request for
transit must be transmitted in accordance with article 87 – either through the diplomatic channel or
another channel designated previously by the State. Sub-paragraph (e) further provides that the person
must be detained by the transit State until the request for transit arrives, as long as the request for transit
arrives in less than 96 hours. If not, the person may be released from custody by the transit State.
Rule 182 provides further clarification of these arrangements. In situations where an unscheduled
landing has occurred and the transit State has sought a request for transit, sub-rule 1 allows the Court to
transmit the request for transit “by any medium capable of delivering a written record.” This would
include faxes and emails. Sub-rule 2 makes it explicit that where the time limit for the delivery of the
request for transit has expired, and the person has been released, this release is “without prejudice to a
subsequent arrest of the person in accordance with the provisions of article 89 or article 92.” In other
words, a request from the ICC for arrest and surrender, or for provisional arrest, must then be
transmitted to the State, in order to oblige national authorities to detain the person again.
Rule 207 applies the same principle to situations where a person sentenced by the ICC is being
transported to the State of enforcement and needs to be transported through the territory of another
State Party. Such situations were overlooked when the Rome Statute was being drafted. However,
since the RPE must be consistent with the Rome Statute, and therefore cannot place any additional
obligations on States Parties, rule 207 accords ultimate discretion to the transit State, except where the
sentenced person is transported by air and no landing is scheduled on the territory of the transit State.
In such a case, no authorisation can be required by the transit State. In all other cases, States are only
required to cooperate with the Court “to the extent possible under the procedure of national law”. Subrule 2 suggests that States Parties should authorise the transit of a sentenced person through their
territory, in accordance with article 89, paragraph 3 (b) and (c), and articles 105 and 108, as well as any
other relevant rules, such as rule 182. A copy of the final judgement of conviction and of the sentence
imposed is to be attached to any such request for transit. Where there is an unscheduled landing, sub-
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rule 1 suggests that the transit State should detain the person in custody until a request for transit as
specified in sub-rule 2 is received, or until a request for arrest and surrender, or provisional arrest, is
received.
k) Rules concerning transfers when a person is released from custody other than upon completion of
sentence
Article 107 sets out the arrangements for transferring persons from the State of enforcement upon
completion of their sentences (see Chapter 2.7 Rules relating to enforcement of sentences).
However, the Rome Statute fails to address what should happen to a person who is released from the
custody of the Court other than upon completion of a sentence. This may occur after a successful
admissibility challenge by the accused, or by a State (see article 19), or where the charges are not
confirmed, or are withdrawn at the accused’s confirmation hearing (see article 61), or where the
accused is acquitted either at trial, or on appeal (see articles 74, 81 & 83).
Rule 185 now clarifies the arrangements for transferring such persons. Sub-rule 2 addresses the
situation where the Court has determined a case to be inadmissible because it is already being
investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it and the State is willing and able
genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution (see article 17, paragraph 1 (a)). In such
situations, the Court must make arrangements for the transfer of the person to the State whose
investigation or prosecution formed the basis of the successful challenge to admissibility, unless the
State that originally surrendered the person requests her/his return.
Rule 185, sub-rule 1 addresses all other situations where the person may be released from the custody
of the Court, other than upon completion of a sentence. It provides much the same range of options to
the Court as is provided to the State of enforcement under article 107, namely, transferring the person
to: (i) a State which is obliged to receive the person; (ii) another State which agrees to receive the
person; or (iii) a State which has requested his/her extradition with the consent of the original
surrendering State (this latter option differs slightly from article 107, paragraph 3, where the consent of
the original surrendering State is irrelevant because the person has already been prosecuted and
convicted by the ICC). Note that the views of the person must be taken into account by the Court when
it decides between these three options. Note also that the host State is required to “facilitate” the
transfer, in accordance with the agreement that will be adopted between the Netherlands and the ICC
(the “Headquarters Agreement” – see article 3, paragraph 2).
Clearly, the key issue in determining the destination of such persons, is whether another State wishes to
prosecute the person or enforce a sentence against him/her. In such cases, the person may need to be
kept in custody during the transfer. Where the person is being transferred to a State whose
investigation or prosecution formed the basis of a successful challenge to admissibility, rule 185, subrule 2 places the onus on the ICC to make the necessary arrangements for transferring the person, which
may mean keeping the person in custody throughout the transfer. In all other cases where a State is
seeking the extradition or surrender of the person, then the Court may seek the assistance of the host
State in keeping the person in custody during the transfer, since the ICC does not have that authority
under the Rome Statute. Article 61, paragraph 10 merely provides that warrants will cease to have
effect if the relevant charges are not confirmed at the confirmation hearing, or are withdrawn by the
Prosecutor.
In all cases, both the Rome Statute and the RPE are silent as to the requirements for possible
transportation through the territory of other States Parties. The RPE cannot place any additional
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obligations on States Parties. However, it would greatly facilitate such transfers if all States Parties
were willing to apply the relevant provisions of article 89, paragraph 3, and rule 182 to such situations.
This would help to ensure that perpetrators of atrocities are not able to escape for want of appropriate
mechanisms to keep them in detention if they need to be transferred between various jurisdictions, once
the ICC has determined that it does not have jurisdiction or authority.

Implementation considerations
Most of these rules do not require legislative implementation. The only rule that is likely to require
legislative recognition concerns the time limit within which the relevant documents must arrive after a
person is provisionally arrested, and before the person can be granted release from custody (see section
b) ), which is related to a State Party’s obligations under article 92. However, it may also be desirable
to implement many of the other rules into legislation or regulations, in order to facilitate and ensure
smooth and efficient cooperation with the Court. The exception to the need for legislative
implementation would be most of the communications and consultations with the Court that may be
desirable at various stages of the process of arrest and surrender, arising out of the RPE. These are
compiled at the end of the following list of implementation considerations, and most need only be
considered in the context of implementing administrative arrangements for all communications with the
Court.
a) to c) Implementation of rules relating to documentation entitlements for arrested and summonsed
persons
The RPE require the ICC to ensure that arrested persons receive certain documents. Rule 187 provides
that the request for arrest and surrender must be accompanied by some of these. However, from a
practical point of view, in most cases the national arresting authorities will be in the best position to
deliver these documents to the person, at the point of arrest. Therefore, States may wish to provide that
delivery of these additional documents to the arrested person are the responsibility of arresting
authorities.
In summary, the documents in question are as follows:
-

All persons arrested or provisionally arrested under article 89 or 92, respectively, are entitled to
receive a copy of the arrest warrant issued by the Pre-Trial Chamber and “any relevant
provisions” of the Rome Statute, in a language that the person fully understands and speaks
(rule 117, sub-rule 1);

-

All persons arrested or provisionally arrested under article 89 or 92, and all those served with a
summons to appear before the ICC under article 58, paragraph 7, are entitled to receive
notification of the provisions of article 61, paragraph 2 (rule 123, sub-rule 1) – clearly, this
would be one of the “relevant provisions” of the Statute which the Court should provide in
accordance with rule 117.

Ideally, delivery of the additional documents to the relevant person should be a requirement on arresting
officers and those who will be serving summonses. In addition, if possible, when national authorities are
trained on the procedures required under the Rome Statute to protect the rights of accused persons and
the integrity of all evidence, they should be made aware that the ICC has a responsibility to ensure that
all arrested persons are given a copy of its warrant of arrest and of relevant provisions of the Statute, in
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a language that the person fully understands and speaks. Further, if it appears to the arresting authority
that the person is unlikely to understand the ICC warrant of arrest, it would be helpful if such authorities
know to check whether the ICC has sent additional documentation with the request for arrest and
surrender, including translations of relevant documents.
b) Implementation of other rules relating to provisional arrest
Article 92 sets out the requirements on both the ICC and on States Parties concerning the provisional
arrest of persons. Paragraph 3 provides that “a person who is provisionally arrested may be released
from custody if the requested State has not received the request for surrender and the documents
supporting the request as specified in article 91 within the time limits specified in the Rules of Procedure
and Evidence.” Rule 188 now provides that this time limit is 60 days from the date of the provisional
arrest.
Many jurisdictions require all provisions concerning detention of persons to be set out clearly and
comprehensively in legislative form, in order to avoid the arbitrary use of detention for improper
reasons. Those States that have already implemented the Rome Statute have generally taken into
account the fact that the RPE would specify this time limit for releasing a provisionally arrested person,
and have allowed for the creation of subordinate legislation to take into account such details. Those
States yet to implement the Rome Statute may wish to include the 60 day time limit in their legislation
on provisional arrest, in order to ensure that the rights of provisionally arrested persons are adequately
protected by national laws.
When a provisionally arrested person has consented to surrender before the requisite documents have
arrived, rule 189 provides that “the Court shall not be required to provide the documents described in
article 91 unless the requested State indicates otherwise.” The relevant State authorities need to give
some thought as to whether they will require the documents anyway for their own records, and should
communicate this to the Court as soon as feasible.
d) Implementation of rules relating to defence counsel
As discussed previously, rule 117, sub-rule 2 allows an arrested person to make a request to the PreTrial Chamber for the appointment of counsel to assist with proceedings before the Court, “at any time
after arrest”. There may be a delay of several days while the Pre-Trial Chamber processes the request,
and the counsel assigned by the Court, in accordance with rules 20-22, travels to the State. During this
time the person should be able to consult with a local “interim” counsel provided by the State. The
person needs to understand his/her rights under the Rome Statute, and should have the opportunity to
seek clarification from suitably qualified persons as soon as possible. Some of these rights are set out in
article 55, paragraph 1, and include: not being compelled to incriminate himself/herself or to confess
guilt; and not being subjected to any form of coercion, duress or threat, to torture or to any other form
of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Many jurisdictions already provide for a right to counsel from the moment of arrest, even for nonnationals. National criminal justice systems may also provide for a system of legal aid for indigent
accused persons. These could be extended, as appropriate, to include all such persons arrested for the
ICC.
However, there is currently no consensus in the international community that every arrested person has
an automatic right to counsel. Article 55, Rome Statute makes it very clear that the only time a State
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may be under an obligation to provide counsel to an accused person, is “where there are grounds to
believe that a person has committed a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court and that person is about
to be questioned either by the Prosecutor, or by national authorities pursuant to a request made under
Part 9” (paragraph 2). Note that article 55, paragraph 2 (c) also specifies the type of legal assistance to
which the person is entitled, including free legal assistance if the person does not have sufficient means
to pay.
At the same time, there are now many international agreements that provide for the right to counsel, and
call upon States to guarantee progressive development of comprehensive systems of legal aid (see, for
example: United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 1955, ECOSOC
Resolution 663 (XXIV); Legal Aid, General Assembly Resolution 2449 (XXIII), 1968; The Body of
Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, General
Assembly Resolution 43/173 (XLIII), 9 December 1988; The Guiding Principles for Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice in the Context of Development and a New International Economic Order,
adopted by the Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders; and The Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, adopted by the Eighth United Nations
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders).
Therefore, it would be desirable if all States could make interim arrangements to provide counsel to all
persons arrested in accordance with the Rome Statute, to ensure that all persons accused by the ICC are
accorded the same rights from the moment of arrest, no matter where in the world they are arrested.
In addition, it would assist the Court greatly if States were able to assist relevant local, regional and
national associations to identify local lawyers and “train” them in ICC procedures, to ensure the
protection of the rights of all persons accused by the ICC. Otherwise, charges may have to be
dismissed, if the person requested by the ICC is not treated in accordance with her/his rights as set out
under the Rome Statute. Rule 22 sets out the qualifications for counsel who will be assigned by the
ICC. These provide a good starting point to identify lawyers who could act as “interim” counsel after a
person is arrested for the ICC, and before the counsel assigned by the Court arrives.
Note that protecting the privileges and immunities of defence counsel is also an important aspect of the
right to a fair trial. The Draft agreement on the privileges and immunities of the Court, adopted by the
Prepcom in October 2001, sets out these privileges and immunities.
e) Implementation of rules relating to interim release
All persons arrested or provisionally arrested for the ICC are entitled to apply for interim release, and
the custodial State must notify the Pre-Trial Chamber if a request for release has been made by the
person arrested, so that the Pre-Trial Chamber can make recommendations to the relevant national
judicial authority on the issue (article 59, paragraph 5). Rule 117, paragraph 4 provides that the PreTrial Chamber must “provide its recommendations within any time limit set by the custodial State.”
Nowhere in the Rome Statute or the RPE is there another provision on time limits for the Pre-Trial
Chamber to provide its recommendations to a State on interim release. This is entirely up to the State
in question, and it would show respect for the important work of the Pre-Trial Chamber if the State did
not impose any time restrictions. However, as mentioned previously, many jurisdictions require greater
certainty when it comes to issues of detaining persons. Therefore, it may be necessary for a State to
specify a time limit for the Pre-Trial Chamber to provide its recommendations, so that persons arrested
for the ICC are not kept in custody for longer periods than other persons arrested by the State for the
same types of crimes.
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Custodial States should also be prepared to make efficient administrative arrangements for the provision
to the Pre-Trial Chamber of periodic reports on the status of the interim release, in accordance with any
time frames and delivery requirements that the Pre-Trial Chamber may establish in accordance with rule
117, sub-rule 5.
g) and i) Implementation of rules relating to temporary transfers to the Court of persons in custody
There are now three situations where a State may find itself temporarily transferring persons in custody
to the ICC, to assist the Court with its investigations and prosecutions:
(i)

Voluntarily and temporarily surrendering a person in the custody of the State in accordance
with article 89, paragraph 4 and rule 183, where the person is being proceeded against or is
serving a sentence imposed by domestic authorities for a crime different from that for which
surrender to the Court is sought under article 89, and the Court agrees that the State may
postpone execution of the request for surrender in accordance with article 94;

(ii)

Voluntarily transferring a prisoner of the State in accordance with article 93, paragraph 7
and rule 192, where the person was sentenced to detention by a domestic authority and the
Court has not otherwise sought the surrender of the person; and

(iii)

Transferring a prisoner of the ICC in accordance with Part 10 of the Rome Statute and rule
193, where the sentence is being enforced by the State and the ICC requires the temporary
transfer of the person who was convicted and sentenced by the ICC.

In the first two cases, the State may determine conditions it may wish to impose on the ICC, in
consultation with the Court. In the case of temporary transfer of an ICC prisoner in accordance with
rule 193, States may not impose any conditions upon the Court, and the transfer of the person is not
optional. In the case of temporary surrender in accordance with rule 183, it seems from the order of the
rule within the RPE that the arrangements for the surrender will be those stipulated in rule 184, since it
is the rule immediately following rule 183. In the case of temporary transfer in accordance with rule
192, the arrangements are set out under the rule. All of the arrangements for transferring these people
involve coordinating with the ICC Registrar and possibly the authorities of the host State. In all three
cases, the person must be returned to the State once the proceedings have been completed, or when the
purposes of the transfer have been fulfilled. National correctional authorities should familiarise
themselves with all the procedures outlined in these rules.
On a practical level, it may be desirable to implement the procedures for such transfers as part of the
same continuum, despite the fact that they arise from different parts of the Rome Statute and RPE, and
they are not all obligatory. On this point, note article 106, paragraph 2, which stipulates that conditions
of imprisonment for ICC prisoners shall in no case “be more or less favourable than those available to
prisoners convicted of similar offences in the State of enforcement.” The arrangements for transferring
prisoners are part of their conditions of imprisonment. However, since the transfer of ICC prisoners is
not voluntary, States may choose to have an entirely separate regime for transferring and supervising
prisoners convicted by the ICC. This would help to avoid any confusion amongst domestic authorities
as to the relevant judicial authority that ultimately is supervising the sentence.
h) Implementation of rules relating to the surrender
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Rule 184 sets out the practical arrangements for surrender in accordance with articles 59 and 89. Rule
184, sub-rule 1 requires the custodial State immediately to inform the ICC Registrar when the person
sought for surrender is available. The Registrar and the authorities of the requested State will then
agree upon the date and the manner of the surrender (sub-rule 2). If circumstances prevent the
surrender of the person by the date agreed, the authorities of the requested State and the Registrar must
agree upon a new date and manner of surrender (sub-rule 3). The Registrar is also required to maintain
contact with the authorities of the host State (the Netherlands), in relation to the arrangements for the
surrender of the person to the Court (sub-rule 4). It would greatly facilitate the process if States had
appropriate agreements with the Netherlands. National corrections authorities should also familiarise
themselves with all of these arrangements as soon as possible.
Article 111 addresses the situation where a person has escaped from the custody of a State that is
enforcing an ICC sentence. The State to which the person has escaped may be required to surrender the
person back to the Court, in accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute (see rule 225, sub-rule 3). In this
case, all relevant rules will apply, such as rule 184. National laws and procedures on surrender should
provide for this possibility, if they do not already. Note that the ICC may agree to change the
designated State of enforcement to the State to which the person escaped, in accordance with article
103 and rules 203-206 (rule 225, sub-rule 3).
Note also rule 225, sub-rule 2, which allows the State to which the person has escaped to surrender the
person straight back to the State of enforcement if it chooses, pursuant to either international
agreements or national laws. Once the State has agreed to such surrender, the sub-rule stipulates that
the person must be surrendered back to the State of enforcement “as soon as possible”. This
terminology is usually included in extradition agreements, but may not be in national laws. Note that
the Registrar must assist the States involved, if requested, and the Court may pay the costs of the
surrender, if no State assumes responsibility for them (rule 225, sub-rule 2). The relevant domestic
authorities need to be made aware of the availability of these types of assistance. In addition, accurate
records should be kept of any time the person spends in custody in the State to which s/he escapes.
This period of time will be deducted by the Court from the sentence remaining to be served (rule 225,
sub-rule 4).
j) Implementation of rules relating to transit of persons in custody through State territory
Article 89, paragraph 3 obliges States Parties to allow persons in custody to be transported through the
State’s territory, under most circumstances. Paragraph 3 (b) sets out the required contents of the
Court’s request for transit. Paragraph 3 (e) specifies the obligations of a State in situations where there
is an unscheduled landing. In such situations, rule 182, sub-rule 1 now provides that the Court can
transmit its request for transit by any medium capable of delivering a written record. Where the person
is released because the requisite documents did not arrive within the time limit specified in article 89,
paragraph 3, now rule 182, sub-rule 2 clarifies that “such a release is without prejudice to a subsequent
arrest of the person in accordance with the provisions of article 89 or article 92.” National legislation
and procedures should take these clarifications into account.
Amongst the other rules discussed in this Chapter, there are several other situations where it would
greatly facilitate the work of the Court if States apply the same principles as in article 89, paragraph 3
and rule 182, even though this is not obligatory:
(i)
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where a person sentenced by the ICC is being transported to the State of enforcement and
has to transit through another State – rule 207 (note that articles 105 and 108 and any

relevant rules would also apply in this situation, and that a copy of the final judgement of
conviction and of the sentence imposed must be attached to the Court’s request for transit
(see sub-rule 2));
(ii)

where a person has escaped the custody of a State that is enforcing an ICC sentence, and has
to transit in another State on the way back to the State of enforcement – rule 225, sub-rule 2
(note that the Registrar is obliged to present requests for transit to the States concerned, if
necessary, in accordance with rule 207);

(iii)

where a person is being transferred from the Court to a State after a successful admissibility
challenge, but is still being kept in custody pending other proceedings in a national court,
and has to transit in another State – rule 185, sub-rule 2 (note that the Court is required to
“make arrangements, as appropriate, for the transfer of the person to a State whose
investigation or prosecution has formed the basis of the successful challenge to admissibility,
unless the State that originally surrendered the person requests his or her return”); and

(iv)

in all other situations where a person is released from the custody of the Court other than
upon completion of sentence, but is still being kept in custody pending other proceedings in
a national court, and has to transit in another State – rule 185, sub-rule 1 (note that the
original surrendering State must consent to the person being extradited and that the host
State will facilitate such transfers).

In all of these situations, there may be unscheduled landings in a transit State where it would be
important to ensure that the person is kept in custody to prevent possible escape. It would also be
important to keep accurate records of the time that the person spends in custody in the transit State. If
the person has already been sentenced by the ICC, any time in detention needs to be deducted from the
sentence remaining to be served. If the person has yet to be convicted and sentenced, this time in
custody may be taken into account when the sentence is determined.
a) to k) Implementation of rules relating to consultations and communications with the ICC
Amongst all the rules outlined previously, there are many situations where good communications with
the ICC would be desirable, as well as situations where national authorities are required to consult with
the Court on particular matters. Following is a summary of all the types of information that may need
to flow between a State and the Court when a person is to be arrested and surrendered to the Court, or
served with a summons, as suggested by the RPE. Most of these are not obligatory, but it would be
helpful if administrative procedures addressing these points were implemented by States Parties to
ensure the smooth functioning of the ICC:
(i)

in relation to rule 117, sub-rule 1 on arrests, national arresting authorities should inform the
ICC once a person has been arrested or provisionally arrested in accordance with an ICC
request, so that the ICC knows when to provide all the required documentation, if it has not
already provided this documentation with the request for arrest;

(ii)

in relation to rule 117, sub-rule 2 on arrests, national arresting authorities should assist the
arrested person to make a request for counsel to the Pre-Trial Chamber, if the person wishes
to do so;

(iii)

in relation to rule 117, sub-rule 5 on interim release, relevant authorities should inform the
Pre-Trial Chamber whether or not a person has been granted interim release by a competent
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domestic judicial authority, so that the Pre-Trial Chamber can make its decision whether or
not to request periodic reports on the status of the interim release;
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(iv)

in relation to rule 119 on summonses, relevant authorities should advise the Court of any
conditions restricting liberty provided for by national law; note that rule 119, sub-rule 3
provides that before imposing or amending conditions restricting liberty, the Pre-Trial
Chamber must consult, inter alia, with any relevant State - this would be the best
opportunity for the State to inform the Pre-Trial Chamber of any national laws that are
relevant to conditions restricting liberty that may be imposed under a summons;

(v)

in relation to rule 123, sub-rule 3 on arrests, those authorities responsible for arrests should
provide the necessary information to the Pre-Trial Chamber when it is trying to determine
whether or not an ICC arrest warrant has been executed, and if not, whether all reasonable
measures have been taken to locate and arrest the person;

(vi)

in relation to rule 181 on the principle of ne bis in idem, relevant authorities should provide
to the relevant Chamber of the ICC all the relevant information about the challenge brought
by the person in the domestic tribunal – note that provision of this information is without
prejudice to article 19 and rules 58-62 on procedures applicable to challenges to the
jurisdiction of the Court or the admissibility of the case, where an admissibility ruling is still
pending;

(vii)

in relation to rule 186 on competing requests, relevant authorities should advise the ICC
Prosecutor directly if the ICC previously found the case inadmissible because another State
was willing and able to prosecute, and the custodial State subsequently decides not to
extradite the person to that State;

(viii)

in relation to rule 195, sub-rule 1 on problems with the surrender, when a requested State
notifies the Court that a request for surrender raises a problem of execution in respect of
article 98, relevant authorities in the requested State must provide any information relevant
to assist the Court in the application of article 98 (this is consistent with the obligation to
consult under article 97) – note that concerned third States and sending States may also
provide information; and

(ix)

in relation to rules 196-197 on the rule of specialty, relevant authorities are entitled to ask
the Court to obtain and provide the views of the person surrendered to the Court, where the
Court has requested a waiver of the rule.

2.5 RULES RELATING TO COLLECTING AND PRESERVING EVIDENCE

References: Article 15, paragraph 2; article 18, paragraph 6; article 19, paragraph 8; article 43,
paragraph 6; article 54, paragraph 3 (e); articles 55-57, 61, 64, 66-69, & 72; article
75, paragraph 4; article 79, paragraph 2; articles 93, 96, 99, & 109, Rome Statute;
Rules 16-19, 20-22, 43, 46-47, 50, 57, 61, 63-84, 85-93, 96, 99, 101, 104, 107, & 111116; rule 117, sub-rule 2; rules 121, 127-129, 134, 151, 155, & 190-193; rule 194, subrule 3; and rule 221;

and
Pages 64-78, “Manual”.

Description
Collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC is an obligation for all States Parties under article 93,
Rome Statute. The various provisions in that article set out the main types of evidence that a State
Party may need to collect and preserve, such as the identity of victims and witnesses, testimony given
under oath for the Court, and evidence of the proceeds of ICC crimes. Under article 54, paragraph 3,
the ICC Prosecutor may request the cooperation of States Parties in obtaining and protecting all kinds
of evidence. Article 57 establishes that the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber also has the authority to request the
cooperation of States Parties in obtaining and protecting evidence, and article 64, paragraph 6 (b)
provides that the ICC Trial Chamber has this authority as well. Article 99 specifies that requests for
assistance must be “executed in accordance with the relevant procedure under the law of the requested
State and, unless prohibited by such law, in the manner specified in the request” (paragraph 1). In
accordance with article 88, States Parties must therefore “ensure that there are procedures available
under their national law for all of the forms of cooperation which are specified under” article 93 and all
other provisions on collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC.
The Rules of Procedure & Evidence, as the title suggests, provide considerable clarification on the way
that all ICC evidence is to be handled and disclosed. Most of the rules are addressed to the Court’s
Chambers and to the Prosecutor, and will have little or no impact on States Parties. However, some
sections of the RPE clarify some of the procedures that States Parties may be obliged to follow in
relation to collecting and protecting certain types of evidence. This Chapter is divided into the
following topics: a) General considerations relevant to collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC
under the Rome Statute and the RPE; b) Rules relating to assistance to the Prosecutor in certain specific
situations; c) Rules relating to victims and witnesses; d) Rules relating to defence issues (to be
completed); and e) Rules relating to evidence of the proceeds of crimes (to be completed).
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a) General considerations relevant to collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC under the Rome
Statute and the RPE
The Court will determine the relevance and admissibility of all evidence, in accordance with article 69
and the RPE. Some of the considerations that the Court will take into account include “any prejudice
that such evidence may cause to a fair trial”, and whether evidence was obtained in violation of the
Rome Statute or internationally recognised human rights, such that “the violation casts substantial doubt
on the reliability of the evidence” (see article 69, paragraphs 4 & 7). Note also article 69, paragraph 8,
which expressly provides that the Court will not rule on the application of a State’s national law, when
deciding on the relevance or admissibility of evidence collected by a State. Thus, State authorities need
to ensure that all the evidence they collect for the Court has been obtained in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the Rome Statute and the RPE, as well as internationally recognised human
rights, whether or not these are in accordance with the State’s national requirements. Otherwise, the
Court may rule the evidence inadmissible, thus potentially jeopardising the trial of someone accused of
the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole. This could cause
considerable embarrassment for the State.
Therefore, relevant national authorities should familiarise themselves with the relevant provisions of
both the Rome Statute and the RPE. In particular, rules 63-84 deal exclusively with evidentiary
matters.
However, the RPE does not contain comprehensive evidentiary rules, unlike many national sets of rules
on evidence. For example, common lawyers will not find complex rules on matters such as “hearsay”
evidence, with which they would be familiar. The Court is intended to represent the international
community as a whole, and so its evidentiary rules reflect a compromise between the different
approaches to criminal procedure of the major legal systems of the world. There are some detailed
evidentiary rules in a select number of areas in the RPE. But there are no general rules or principles on
why other types of evidence should be considered relevant or admissible, apart from the principles set
out in article 69. Such determinations will be made by the ICC judges, who will be drawn from all the
principal legal systems of the world, and from all the geographical regions of the globe (see article 36,
paragraph 8). Under article 51, paragraphs 2-4, the judges are also able to develop appropriate
evidentiary rules as need be. Note also article 69, paragraph 3, which states “The Court shall have the
authority to request the submission of all evidence that it considers necessary for the determination of
the truth.”
There are three particular areas of evidence that may be relevant to national authorities who are
collecting evidence for the ICC and have been elaborated in considerable detail in the RPE – (i)
privileged communications; (ii) evidence in cases of sexual violence; and (iii) disclosure of evidence.
Note that all of these are also relevant to sections b) – e) of this Chapter (see below).
(i) Rules relating to privileged communications Article 69, paragraph 5 provides that the Court will “respect and observe privileges on confidentiality as
provided for in the Rules of Procedure & Evidence”. Even though this obligation is placed on the
Court, national authorities also need to make sure that they respect and observe relevant privileges on
confidentiality if they are collecting evidence for the ICC, even if their actions would not constitute a
violation of such privileges under national laws. Otherwise, evidence obtained by means of a violation
of privilege, or evidence obtained subsequently on the basis of information contained in a privileged
communication, may not be admissible before the ICC. This was discussed and debated at length at the
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Prepcom, because domestic laws on privileged communications vary enormously from one jurisdiction
to another.
Rule 73 now elaborates the principles for the Court to follow when determining the status of a
particular communication in a given case. It represents a delicate compromise between a wide range of
views. In the first place, sub-rule 1 creates a presumption that communications between the accused
and his/her legal counsel are privileged, where made in the context of their professional relationship, and
where the accused has not already voluntarily consented to disclosure, either to the Court or to a third
party. Therefore, national authorities need to ensure that an accused person in their custody has every
opportunity to consult privately with counsel, without any kind of surveillance.
Sub-rules 2 and 3 need to be read together, in terms of identifying other relationships that could give
rise to a privilege of confidentiality. Rather than provide a comprehensive list of these relationships,
upon which no agreement could be reached, the sub-rules provide that the Court must recognise that
communications arising from a certain “class” of professional or other confidential relationships are
privileged, if the Chamber decides that: “(a) Communications occurring within that class of relationship
are made in the course of a confidential relationship producing a reasonable expectation of privacy and
non-disclosure; (b) Confidentiality is essential to the nature and type of relationship between the person
and the confidant; and (c) Recognition of the privilege would further the objectives of the Statute and
the Rules” (sub-rule 2). Sub-rule 3 then provides some examples of particular classes of relationships to
which the Court must give particular regard: “the professional relationship between a person and his or
her medical doctor, psychiatrist, psychologist or counsellor, in particular those related to or involving
victims, or between a person and a member of the religious clergy; and in the latter case, the Court shall
recognise as privileged those communications made in the context of a sacred confession where it is an
integral part of the practice of that religion.”
National authorities should also pay particular regard to the need to protect the privacy of
communications between persons involved in such relationships, and ensure that those communications
remain confidential, unless the Court determines that they can be disclosed. The values and objectives
underlying the Rome Statute will provide sufficient guidance to the ICC judges, in determining the
appropriate balance between the need for all relevant material to be available to the Court, and the need
to protect certain vulnerable groups within society, as well as to protect the confidential nature of
certain relationships within society. These values and objectives include the need to address impunity
for heinous international crimes, the rights of accused persons to a fair trial, the protection and
rehabilitation of victims and witnesses, and the need for all participants in the process to have their
human rights and equality respected. Note that rule 63, sub-rule 5 is mentioned explicitly in sub-rule 2
of rule 73, to ensure that the Court will not apply any national laws governing such evidence, “other
than in accordance with article 21.” In other words, only where the Rome Statute, the RPE, and
relevant international laws fail to provide sufficient guidance to the Court, will the Court rely on
“general principles of law derived by the Court from national laws of legal systems of the world
including, as appropriate, the national laws of States that would normally exercise jurisdiction over the
crime, provided that those principles are not inconsistent with this Statute and with international law
and internationally recognised norms and standards” (article 21, paragraph 1 (c)).
Rule 73, sub-rules 4-6 set out considerations relevant to another type of privileged communication,
which recognises the special status of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) under
international humanitarian law related to armed conflicts. In most cases, the Court must regard as
privileged any information, documents or other evidence in the possession of the ICRC. This ensures
that the ICRC is able to continue its crucial work of providing humanitarian relief to victims of wars and
other atrocities, confident that it will not be asked to disclose sensitive information it may unwittingly
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glean through carrying out such activities. Otherwise, neither the victims nor the perpetrators of
international crimes would be able to trust the ICRC’s officials, and may not seek the assistance they
need, or cooperate in providing adequate security for ICRC personnel in conflict zones.
National authorities should also familiarise themselves with these rules, to ensure that they respect the
sensitivities of many aspects of the ICRC’s work. Ideally, national authorities should also apply similar
respect to the work of other international humanitarian organisations, especially those providing medical
and psychological care to victims of mass humanitarian tragedies. Note that communications involving
representatives of such organisations may also meet the criteria of a class of relationship that the Court
will consider to be privileged under rule 73, sub-rules 2-3.
(ii) Rules relating to principles of evidence in cases of sexual violence A number of such principles are detailed under the RPE, and may be relevant to the collection by
national authorities of evidence for the ICC. Again, this is an area where domestic and even
international approaches vary widely. For many years, crimes of sexual violence during wartime were
not recognised explicitly as international crimes. In more recent times, the human rights of women and
children have been strengthened under international law, leading to a wider recognition of the need to
proscribe such violence (see in particular article 7, paragraph 1 (g), Rome Statute). Article 21,
paragraph 3 also provides that the ICC must apply all relevant law consistently with “internationally
recognised human rights” and “without any adverse distinction founded on grounds such as gender”.
However, interpretations of these principles vary widely when it comes to balancing the rights of an
accused person to face her/his accusers, against the need to protect victims of particularly invasive
crimes, such as rape. Therefore, it was deemed appropriate to draft rules to guide the Court when it is
considering the evidence of alleged victims of sexual violence.
Rules 70-72 elaborate the principles and the procedures that the Court is required to observe in all such
cases. The final text of these rules represents one of the more delicate balances between different legal
approaches to such sensitive issues. Rule 70 outlines certain basic principles to guide the Court in cases
of sexual violence, mostly concerning the issue of not inferring consent from certain specified situations.
This recognises the particularly vulnerable place of women and children during conflicts. Rule 71
provides that, in most cases, the Court may not admit evidence “of the prior or subsequent sexual
conduct of a victim or witness.” This principle is drawn, inter alia, from national and international
jurisprudence recognising that anyone, regardless of his/her sexual history, can be a victim of sexual
violence and that the credibility of that person’s testimony is not related to their sexual history. In
addition, previous or subsequent consensual sexual activity by a person cannot be used to imply that the
person must have consented to an act of sexual violence. Rule 72 details a special procedure that the
Court and counsel must observe if counsel wishes to elicit evidence that a victim or witness consented
to an alleged crime of sexual violence. In addition, rule 63, sub-rule 4 states that corroboration may not
be required in order to prove any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court, “in particular, crimes of
sexual violence.” This principle recognises that such crimes are usually committed in private settings,
where there are no witnesses other than the accused and the alleged victim.
The Rome Statute and the RPE do not require States to amend their own evidentiary laws to reflect
these principles, although this may be worth considering in light of gender equality rights and the
complementarity regime under the Statute. However, when national authorities are taking evidence
from victims of sexual violence, in accordance with article 55, paragraph 1 and article 93, paragraph 1
(b), those authorities need to be familiar with all of these principles. Otherwise, they may unnecessarily
distress the victim by pursuing lines of questioning that are irrelevant for the Court’s purposes, and
ultimately discourage the victim from testifying before the ICC. This may allow a perpetrator to enjoy
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complete impunity for other crimes as well. It would also be in violation of a State Party’s obligation to
facilitate the voluntary appearance of persons as witnesses before the Court (see article 93, paragraph 1
(e)).
(iii) Rules relating to disclosure of evidence The issue of disclosure of evidence is also relevant to States Parties. Article 67, paragraph 1 (b) gives
an accused the right “to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of the defence”. This
includes having adequate time to gather all relevant evidence from appropriate sources, in order to
ensure that the Court will have before it all information necessary to determine whether the accused is
guilty or not (see further: d) Rules relating to defence issues, below). Article 67, paragraph 2 ensures
that the Prosecutor will disclose to the defence, in addition to any other type of disclosure provided for
under the Statute, any “evidence in the Prosecutor’s possession or control which he or she believes
shows or tends to show the innocence of the accused, or to mitigate the guilt of the accused, or which
may affect the credibility of prosecution evidence.” Article 61, paragraph 3 (b), and article 64,
paragraphs 3 (c) and 6 (d) together provide that both the Pre-Trial Chamber and the Trial Chamber may
order that relevant evidence be disclosed prior to the relevant hearing – either the confirmation hearing,
another preliminary hearing, or the trial itself.
Rules 76-84 now provide detailed principles and procedures for all relevant parties to follow prior to
trial, to ensure that all relevant evidence ultimately is brought before the Court. This includes disclosure
by both the Prosecutor and the defence. Rule 121 also provides for disclosure prior to the accused’s
confirmation hearing. Note that disclosure of evidence must take into account the potential need to
protect certain victims and witnesses (see article 68, paragraph 5 and rule 76).
The steps involved in these procedures may be relevant to States Parties that are collecting evidence for
the ICC. Such States may be required to transmit the evidence to the Prosecutor at various stages of
the proceedings, to help the Prosecutor meet certain strict time limits (see rule 84 and article 99,
paragraphs 1 & 2). Note also rule 101, sub-rule 2, which provides: “Taking into account the rights of
the accused, in particular under article 67, paragraph (1) (c) [the right to be tried without undue delay],
all those participating in the proceedings to whom any order is directed shall endeavour to act as
expeditiously as possible, within the time limit ordered by the Court.” This should apply to national
authorities who may be responding to a request to collect certain evidence for the Prosecutor, where
s/he is the subject of such an order.
The issue of disclosure is also relevant to national security concerns. Article 72, article 93, paragraph 4,
and article 99, paragraph 5 all address the various issues relevant to the protection by a State of
information that may prejudice its national security interests if disclosed. Article 72, paragraph 5
provides that the Court and the State must try to resolve any such concerns through cooperative means.
Rule 81 now clarifies how the Court must deal with evidence provided to it in confidence, including
evidence provided by a State in accordance with article 72, paragraph 5. The relevant provisions of
article 72 must be observed, which may allow for limited disclosure. In addition, rule 81, sub-rule 3
provides that when disclosure of such information may create a risk to the safety of the witness, the
Court shall take measures to inform the witness in advance. Sub-rule 4 further provides that the
Chamber dealing with the matter “shall, on its own motion or at the request of the Prosecutor, the
accused or any State, take the necessary steps to ensure the confidentiality of information, in accordance
with articles … 72 and 93, and, in accordance with article 68, to protect the safety of witnesses and
victims and members of their families, including by authorizing the non-disclosure of their identity prior
to the commencement of the trial.”
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Note that States may request the Court to provide various types of evidence to them, in order to assist
with a national investigation or trial of a person suspected of committing a crime within the jurisdiction
of the ICC, “or which constitutes a serious crime under the national law of the requesting State”, in
accordance with the principle of “complementarity” (article 1 and article 93, paragraph 10). Rule 194
now sets out the procedure for requesting and executing such cooperation, as well as principles to guide
the Court when determining whether to meet the request or not.
Note also that there are no further rules on the confidentiality of third party information or documents,
relevant to article 73.
b) Rules relating to assistance to the Prosecutor in certain specific situations
There are four specific situations where slightly different or additional rules may apply when a State is
assisting the Prosecutor to collect and preserve evidence and information at different stages of an ICC
proceeding:
(i)

where the Prosecutor is seeking more information under article 15, paragraph 2 in order to
determine whether or not to commence an investigation;

(ii)

where, in accordance with article 18, paragraph 6, and article 19, paragraph 8, the
Prosecutor believes there is a unique opportunity to obtain important evidence, or there is a
significant risk that such evidence may not subsequently be available, after the Prosecutor
has deferred to a State investigation, or pending an admissibility ruling by the Pre-Trial
Chamber;

(iii)

where, in accordance with article 56, the Prosecutor considers an investigation to present a
unique opportunity to take testimony or a statement from a witness or to examine, collect or
test evidence, which may not be available subsequently for the purposes of a trial; and

(iv)

where, in accordance with article 57, paragraph 3 (d), the Prosecutor is authorised by the
Pre-Trial Chamber to take specific investigative steps within the territory of a State Party
without having secured the cooperation of that State under Part 9 and if, whenever possible
having regard to the views of the State concerned, the Pre-Trial Chamber has determined in
that case that the State is clearly unable to execute a request for cooperation due to the
unavailability of any authority or any component of its judicial system competent to execute
the request for cooperation under Part 9.

States should also note article 99, paragraph 4, which allows the Prosecutor to execute certain requests
directly on the territory of a State, where such requests may be executed without compulsory measures.
The Prosecutor must follow the procedures outlined under that paragraph, including consultations with
the relevant State. The RPE provides no further specific rules on this provision, although the
Prosecutor will be obliged to observe all relevant rules relating to the execution of the particular
request.
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(i) Rules relating to provision of additional information under article 15, paragraph 2 Article 15, paragraph 1 authorises the Prosecutor to initiate investigations on his/her own initiative, on
the basis of information provided to the Court on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court. Under
article 15, paragraph 2, the Prosecutor may seek additional information from States and from other
sources, in order to be able to assess the seriousness of the information received initially. This
additional information may include written or oral testimony provided at the seat of the Court.
Rules 46-47, 104, and 111-112 may all apply under these circumstances. Rule 46 now provides that the
Prosecutor must protect the confidentiality of any additional information that may be provided, or any
testimony that is received at the seat of the Court in accordance with article 15, paragraph 2. The scope
of this rule clearly includes additional information that a State may be requested to provide.
Rule 47 now provides further detail on the procedures for giving testimony at the seat of the Court, in
accordance with article 15, paragraph 2. Note that State officials may be requested to provide such
testimony. Rule 47, sub-rule 1 clarifies that rules 111-112 on recording of questioning will apply
mutatis mutandis to all testimony received by the Prosecutor under article 15, paragraph 2. Rule 111,
sub-rule 1 provides that a record must be made of any formal statements made by persons who are
questioned in connection with an ICC investigation. The record needs to be signed by the person who
records and conducts the questioning and by the person who is questioned, as well as the following
persons if they are present: the questioned person’s counsel, the Prosecutor, and the attending judge.
There are several other requirements under this sub-rule, with which State officials should be familiar
before they undertake to provide such testimony. Note also rule 111, sub-rule 2, which highlights the
fact that article 55 also protects all persons who are providing testimony to the Court, and thus the
relevant rights of the person being questioned must be protected (these rights are discussed in more
detail below, in sections c) – d)).
Rule 112 sets out more detailed procedures that must be followed when the person to be questioned is
suspected of having committed a crime within the jurisdiction of the ICC. This rule is discussed in
detail below, in section d) Rules relating to defence issues.
Rule 104, sub-rule 1 clarifies the relationship between articles 15 and 53. The rule provides that the
Prosecutor must analyse the seriousness of the information received, when determining whether there is
a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation under article 53, paragraph 1. In other words, when
the Prosecutor is making such an evaluation under article 15, paragraph 2, s/he must also consider all
the factors set out in article 53, paragraph 1. Under sub-rule 2 of rule 104, the Prosecutor may also
seek additional information from States and other reliable sources, and receive written or oral testimony
at the Court, to assist the Prosecutor in evaluating the information that has already been made available
under article 15, paragraph 2. Note that the procedures set out above in relation to rules 47, 111 and
112, will all apply to the provision of testimony in such situations, but that rule 46 does not apply.
However, article 54, paragraph 3 (f) already provides that the Prosecutor may take necessary measures
to ensure the confidentiality of information provided in relation to investigations. This article would
apply to protect any information that a State may be requested to provide when the Prosecutor is
deciding whether or not to commence an investigation under article 53, paragraph 1.
Note also that States may be requested to facilitate the voluntary appearance of witnesses before the
Court at these early stages of the investigation, in accordance with article 54, paragraphs 3 (b) & (c),
and article 93, paragraph 1 (e). However, it is not clear whether it would be an obligation for a State to
facilitate the voluntary appearance of witnesses under article 15. This is because States Parties are only
required to assist the Court with “its investigation and prosecution of crimes” (see article 86). Article
15 does not state clearly when an ICC “investigation”, as expressed in article 86, actually begins –
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whether the “investigation” starts when the Prosecutor has received information and begins to analyse it
under article 15, paragraph 2, or whether the “investigation” only begins when the Pre-Trial Chamber
subsequently authorizes “the commencement of the investigation” under article 15, paragraph 4, or
when the Prosecutor then “initiates” the “investigation” under article 53, paragraph 1. Clearly, once the
Prosecutor has initiated an investigation under the latter article, there is no question that a State must
respond to any requests made by the Prosecutor under article 54, paragraphs 3 (b) & (c), to facilitate
the voluntary appearance of persons before the Court (note that this obligation is discussed further
below, in section c) Rules relating to victims and witnesses). Clearly, it would greatly assist the work
of the Prosecutor if States were willing to cooperate fully with the Prosecutor earlier in the process as
well.
(ii) Rules relating to necessary investigative steps under article 18, paragraph 6 and article 19, paragraph
8As described previously, the jurisdiction of the ICC is “complementary” to national jurisdictions, and
therefore the ICC will defer to a State’s investigation or prosecution of an ICC crime in most instances
(the exceptions are set out in article 17). Yet, the Prosecutor may still choose to apply to the Pre-Trial
Chamber for authorisation to commence an investigation where a State has informed the Court that it is
investigating persons within its jurisdiction with respect to criminal acts which may constitute crimes
also within the jurisdiction of the ICC (article 18, paragraph 2). While the Pre-Trial Chamber is
considering the Prosecutor’s application for authorisation to commence an investigation, the Prosecutor
may wish to preserve certain evidence, in case it turns out that the Pre-Trial Chamber authorises the
Prosecutor to commence the investigation of the matter. Article 18, paragraph 6 allows the Prosecutor
to seek authority on an exceptional basis from the Pre-Trial Chamber “to pursue necessary investigative
steps for the purpose of preserving evidence where there is a unique opportunity to obtain important
evidence or there is a significant risk that such evidence may not be subsequently available.”
Where the Pre-Trial Chamber chooses not to defer to a State investigation or prosecution, the State that
is already investigating or prosecuting the ICC crime, or a State whose acceptance of jurisdiction is
required under article 12, or the accused person, may challenge the admissibility of the case before the
ICC (see article 19, paragraph 2). Note that the Prosecutor may also seek a ruling from the Court
regarding a question of jurisdiction or admissibility (article 19, paragraph 3). Where a State has made
the admissibility challenge, the Prosecutor must suspend her/his investigation until the Court makes a
determination in accordance with article 17 (see article 19, paragraph 7). While the Pre-Trial Chamber
is considering any admissibility question, the Prosecutor may also need to collect and preserve certain
evidence, for possible future use in the Prosecutor’s investigation. Article 19, paragraph 8 allows the
Prosecutor to pursue necessary investigative steps of the kind referred to in article 18, paragraph 6.
The Prosecutor may also “take a statement or testimony from a witness or complete the collection and
examination of evidence which had begun prior to the making of the challenge” and, in cooperation with
the relevant States, prevent the absconding of persons who are the subject of an ICC arrest warrant
issued under article 58.
Rules 57 and 61 add only one clarification to this process – that such applications to the Pre-Trial
Chamber by the Prosecutor under either article 18, paragraph 6, or article 19, paragraph 8, will be
considered ex parte and in camera. In other words, those who are challenging the admissibility of the
case before the ICC will not be informed of the Prosecutor’s application to preserve evidence under
either provision. The Pre-Trial Chamber must also rule on the application on an expedited basis. The
objective of the Prosecutor’s applications under these provisions is to protect evidence while there is
some uncertainty over the authority that will ultimately assume jurisdiction over a case. It is important
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that perpetrators and others cannot take advantage of such a lacunae, to destroy vital evidence or to
escape to a jurisdiction that has no obligation to cooperate with the Court. Thus, an ex parte
application process was considered appropriate in these circumstances, so that perpetrators and others
would have no time to act before an order of the Pre-Trial Chamber takes effect.
These two rules clearly do not impose any obligations on States. However, in keeping with the spirit of
these rules, they suggest that any State requested to assist the Prosecutor under such circumstances
should act discretely and swiftly in carrying out such requests.
(iii) Rules relating to a unique investigative opportunity under article 56 –
The Prosecutor must inform the Pre-Trial Chamber of any “unique investigative opportunity” to take
testimony or a statement from a witness or to examine, collect or test evidence, which may not be
available subsequently for the purposes of a trial (article 56, paragraph 1 (a)). For example, the witness
in question may be terminally ill and rapidly deteriorating, or certain evidence may threaten to disappear
quickly, such as footprints in mud or snow. Under article 56, paragraph 1 (b), the Pre-Trial Chamber
may take such measures as may be necessary to ensure the efficiency and integrity of the proceedings
and, in particular, to protect the rights of the defence. For example, where the arrested person is not yet
represented by counsel, the Pre-Trial Chamber may appoint someone to observe the Prosecutor’s
investigative steps and represent the interests of the defence. The Pre-Trial Chamber may also on its
own initiative take measures to preserve evidence that it deems would be essential for the defence at
trial (article 56, paragraph 3).
Rule 114, sub-rule 1 sets out the procedures that the Pre-Trial Chamber must follow once the
Prosecutor has advised the Chamber of a unique investigative opportunity. This provision is discussed
in more detail below, in section d) Rules relating to the defence. Rule 114, sub-rule 2 describes the
requirements on the Pre-Trial Chamber when making a decision under article 56, paragraph 3, to act on
its own initiative.
Where a person needs to be questioned under this article, rule 112, sub-rule 5 now provides that the
Pre-Trial Chamber may order the application of the procedure in rule 112 to the recording of the
questioning. Rule 112 stipulates that in most cases an audio or video recording must be made, if the
Prosecutor is questioning a person who is suspected of having committed a crime within the jurisdiction
of the Court (this provision is discussed in more detail in section d) Rules relating to defence issues).
Note that rule 112, paragraph 4 also allows the Prosecutor to apply this procedure when questioning
other persons.
While the onus will be on the Prosecutor to arrange for such a recording, where the person to be
questioned cannot be transported to the Court from the territory of a State, the State may be asked to
assist the Prosecutor by providing a suitable interview room and power supply for the equipment, or
backup equipment in case the Prosecutor experiences technical difficulties. There may also be practical
arrangements that a State could provide to facilitate the Prosecutor’s investigation, for example where
the person to be questioned is being held in a correctional facility. Note that the Prosecutor may only
interview or take evidence on a voluntary basis from persons located in State territory, and in
accordance with the procedures set out in article 99, paragraph 4.
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(iv) Rules relating to “specific investigative steps” under article 57, paragraph 3 (d) Where the Pre-Trial Chamber has determined that a State Party is “clearly unable to execute a request
for cooperation due to the unavailability of any authority or any component of its judicial system
competent to execute the request”, the Chamber may authorise the Prosecutor to take “specific
investigative steps” within the territory of that State Party, without having secured the cooperation of
that State under Part 9, Rome Statute (article 57, paragraph 3 (d)). Note that the Pre-Trial Chamber
must take into account the views of the State concerned, before making such a determination.
Rule 115 now establishes a procedure for the Pre-Trial Chamber to follow for taking into account the
views of the State in question. Where the Prosecutor considers that this article applies, s/he may submit
a written request to the Pre-Trial Chamber for authorisation to take certain measures in the territory of
the State Party in question. Once the Pre-Trial Chamber receives the request from the Prosecutor, the
Chamber must make every effort to inform and invite views from the State Party concerned (rule 115,
sub-rule 1). The Pre-Trial Chamber must then take into account any views expressed by the State
Party, when determining whether the Prosecutor’s request is well founded (rule 115, sub-rule 2).
The State Party or the Prosecutor may request the Pre-Trial Chamber to hold a hearing into the matter,
or the Pre-Trial Chamber may decide on its own initiative to hold a hearing (rule 115, sub-rule 2). If the
Pre-Trial Chamber decides to authorise the Prosecutor to proceed with specific investigative steps in
accordance with article 57, paragraph 3 (d), the authorisation must be in the form of an order, and must
state the reasons, based on the criteria set forth in that paragraph (rule 115, sub-rule 3). Note that the
order of the Pre-Trial Chamber may specify procedures to be followed in carrying out such collection of
evidence.
The situation envisaged by these provisions is the complete collapse of a State Party’s judicial system
and the unavailability of any other relevant authorities. Nevertheless, these provisions recognise that an
outsider may not fully appreciate certain aspects of State authority that may be able to operate under
such circumstances. Therefore, the State Party in question is given every opportunity to convince the
Pre-Trial Chamber that it is in a position to execute requests from the Court made under Part 9. It
would be in the State’s best interests to take advantage of these opportunities, if it is genuinely in a
position to do so.
c) Rules relating to victims and witnesses
The testimony of victims and witnesses is often crucial to the successful prosecution of a case.
Therefore, article 68 provides that the Court must protect the safety, well-being, dignity and privacy of
victims and witnesses. In addition, article 68, paragraph 3 allows victims to present their views and
concerns to the Court under certain circumstances. Article 43, paragraph 6, further provides that the
ICC will have a Victims and Witnesses Unit within its Registry. This Unit will provide protective
measures and security arrangements, counselling, and other appropriate assistance for witnesses and
victims who appear before the Court, as well as others who are at risk on account of testimony given by
such witnesses. Other provisions of the Rome Statute also deal with the issues relevant to reparations
to victims, which are discussed below in Chapter 2.6 Rules relating to enforcement of fines,
forfeiture and reparations orders.
Different national jurisdictions may have a very different approach to the place of victims and witnesses
in a criminal trial process. Therefore, the RPE elaborates in considerable detail on the role that victims
and witnesses will play in all proceedings before the ICC, and the arrangements for protecting them
adequately. Chapter 4, Section III, rules 85-99 deal exclusively with victims and witnesses, and there
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are other relevant rules on victims and witnesses throughout the RPE. The final text of all these rules
represents a consensus-based compromise, reflecting the perspectives of all jurisdictions as far as
possible.
Rule 85 now provides a definition of victims for the purposes of both the Rome Statute and the RPE:
“(a) “Victims” means natural persons who have suffered harm as a result of the commission of any
crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; (b) Victims may include organizations or institutions that
have sustained direct harm to any of their property, which is dedicated to religion, education, art or
science or charitable purposes, and to their historic monuments, hospitals and other places and objects
for humanitarian purposes.” Rule 86 establishes a general principle in relation to victims, that all
relevant organs of the Court must take into account the needs of all victims and witnesses in accordance
with article 68, when they are carrying out their respective functions, in particular the needs of children,
elderly persons, persons with disabilities and victims of sexual or gender violence. Rules 16-19 provide
more detail on the functioning and responsibilities of the Victims and Witnesses Unit. Note that victims
may choose to have legal representation, and if a victim or a group of victims lacks the necessary means
to pay for a common legal representative chosen by the Court, they may receive financial assistance
from the Registry (rule 90, sub-rule 5). Note also rule 43, which obliges the Court to ensure that all
documents subject to publication in accordance with the Statute and the RPE respect the duty to protect
the confidentiality of the proceedings and the security of victims and witnesses. Restrictions on
disclosure are also relevant to the Court’s protection of victims and witnesses – see rules 81 and 82.
Most of these rules are only directed to the Court. However, States may be requested to assist the
Court with the protection of victims and witnesses, and with obtaining testimony from them, as well as
facilitating the voluntary appearance of persons as witnesses or experts before the Court (see article 93,
paragraphs 1 (a), (b), (e) & (j)).
(i) Rules relating to protective measures Article 93, paragraph 1 (j) requires States Parties to protect victims and witnesses who are involved in
ICC investigations or prosecutions, whenever requested to do so by the Court in accordance with Part
9. Article 54, paragraph 3 (f), article 64, paragraph 6 (e), and article 68 together provide that the
Prosecutor and any of the Court’s Chambers may request a State to provide such protective measures.
Rule 87 now sets out the procedures for the Court to follow when ordering protective measures for
victims and witnesses. This procedure may lead to the Prosecutor or a Chamber of the Court
requesting the cooperation of a State Party in providing those protective measures, either before,
during, or after a trial. One such protective measure could be preventing the release to the public or to
the national media of the identity or location of a victim (see rule 87, sub-rule 3).
Where a State requests the cooperation from the Court under article 93, paragraph 10, in conducting its
own investigation into a serious crime, the interests of victims and witnesses involved in any related ICC
case are still relevant. Article 93, sub-paragraph 10 (b) (ii) b. provides that where the State is
requesting statements, documents, or other types of evidence that have been provided to the ICC by a
witness or expert, the transmission of such materials to the State will be subject to the provisions of
article 68. Rule 194, sub-rule 3 now provides that if protective measures within the meaning of article
68 have been adopted by the Court, the relevant ICC authority must consider the views of the relevant
victim or witness, as well as the views of the Chamber which ordered the measures, before deciding on
the request from the State.
Note also rule 107, which is now relevant to the situation where the Prosecutor’s decision not to initiate
an investigation or not to prosecute is being reviewed in accordance with article 53, paragraph 3. Sub-
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rule 2 allows the Pre-Trial Chamber to request the Prosecutor to transmit relevant information and
documents in the Prosecutor’s possession to the relevant Chamber for review. Sub-rule 3 obliges the
Pre-Trial Chamber to take such measures as are necessary under articles 54, 72 and 93 to protect the
information and documents referred to in sub-rule 2 and, under article 68, paragraph 5, to protect the
safety of witnesses and victims and members of their families. States Parties may be requested to
implement related measures as well, for example where the information may reveal the location of a
victim or witness within the State’s territory, necessitating the implementation of protective measures
for that victim or witness.
(ii) Rules relating to the testimony of victims and witnesses –
Article 55, paragraph 1 protects certain basic rights of all persons who are involved in ICC
investigations, including victims and witnesses. All relevant national authorities are required to observe
these rights. Rule 111 also applies now, wherever such persons are questioned in connection with an
investigation or proceedings before the ICC. Sub-rule 2 states that when the Prosecutor or national
authorities question a person, “due regard” must be given to article 55. Sub-rule 1 requires that a
record be made of formal statements made by any person who is questioned in connection with an
investigation or with proceedings. The requirements for this record are set out under this sub-rule,
including a list of all persons present during the questioning. Note that the procedure for electronically
recording statements, which is elaborated under rule 112, may also be followed when the Prosecutor is
questioning particularly vulnerable victims and witnesses, such as children (rule 112, sub-rule 4).
Article 69, paragraph 2 provides that witnesses at trial must give their testimony in person, except to the
extent provided for by the measures set forth in article 68 or in the RPE. However, this provision also
allows the giving of viva voce (oral) evidence or recorded testimony of a witness by means of audio or
video technology, as well as the introduction of documents or written transcripts, in certain
circumstances. Note that none of these measures may be prejudicial to or inconsistent with the rights of
the accused. Rule 67 now establishes the requirements for live testimony given by means of audio or
video-link technology in accordance with article 69, paragraph 2. The technology being used must
permit the witness to be examined by the Prosecutor, the defence, and by the Chamber itself, at the time
that the witness testifies (sub-rule 1). The venue chosen for the witness to give such testimony must be
conducive to the giving of truthful and open testimony and to the safety, physical and psychological
well-being, dignity and privacy of the witness (sub-rule 3). Where such a witness is located in State
Party territory, that State may be requested to make available such a venue, in accordance with its
obligations relating to victims and witnesses under article 93.
Rule 68 elaborates the requirements for the submission of prior recorded testimony into evidence, where
the Pre-Trial Chamber has not already taken measures under article 56 (see discussion above). The
testimony may be in the form of previously recorded audio or video testimony of a witness, or the
transcript or other documented evidence of such testimony. If the witness is present before the Trial
Chamber, s/he has the opportunity to object to the submission of the previously recorded testimony. If
the witness consents to its submission, the Prosecutor, the defence and the Chamber must have the
opportunity to examine the witness during the proceedings (paragraph (b)). If the witness is not
present before the Trial Chamber, both the Prosecutor and the defence must have had the opportunity to
examine the witness during the recording (paragraph (a)). Where it is clear that a witness being
questioned by national authorities is unlikely to be able to attend the ICC subsequently, those national
authorities may be requested to record the testimony of the witness, in accordance with article 93,
paragraph 1 (b). In such cases, those national authorities should familiarise themselves with rule 66,
which describes the administration of a solemn undertaking in accordance with article 69, paragraph 1.
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National authorities should also cooperate with the Prosecutor and the defence, to ensure the latter’s
unimpeded access to the witness during the recording of the testimony.
Once a person appears before the Court, that person is compellable by the Court to provide testimony,
unless otherwise provided for in the Statute and the RPE (see rule 65, sub-rule 1). Note that witnesses
may be sanctioned by the Court for refusing to provide testimony (see rule 65, sub-rule 2 and rule 171).
Rules 73, 74 and 75 are particularly relevant to the issue of compellability of witnesses (see rule 65,
sub-rule 2). Rule 73 concerns privileged communications, which are discussed above in section a)
General considerations relevant to collecting and preserving evidence for the ICC under the Rome
Statute and the RPE. Rule 75 provides that witnesses are not required to incriminate their spouses,
children or parents, although they may choose to do so. Rule 74 addresses self-incrimination by a
witness, and provides extensive procedural requirements where there is a possibility that a witness may
incriminate herself or himself by providing answers to certain questions. The Court must notify a
witness of the provisions of rule 74 before her or his testimony, unless the person has already been
notified in accordance with rule 190 (see next paragraph). The Court may also provide an assurance
with respect to self-incrimination to a particular witness (rule 74, sub-rules 2 and 3). In such cases, the
Court must then follow the procedures in rule 74, sub-rule 7 for the disclosure of the self-incriminating
testimony, including ordering protective measures to hide the identity of the witness.
(iii) Rules relating to facilitating the voluntary appearance of a person as a witness or expert before the
Court
The Court must provide an assurance with respect to self-incrimination before the witness attends the
trial (rule 74, sub-rule 2). The Court may provide it directly, or pursuant to a request for cooperation
made to a State in accordance with article 93, paragraph 1 (e), to facilitate the voluntary appearance of
the person as a witness or expert before the Court (rule 74, sub-rule 2). Whenever the Court is making
a request under article 93, paragraph 1 (e) with respect to a witness, the request must have an
instruction attached, which describes rule 74 in a language that the person fully understands and speaks
(see rule 190). This instruction should be provided to the witness by the relevant national authority as
soon as possible.
Article 93, paragraph 2 allows the Court to provide another type of assurance to a witness or an expert
appearing before the Court, that s/he will not be prosecuted, detained or subjected to any restriction of
personal freedom by the Court in respect of any act or omission that preceded the departure of the
person from the requested State. Rule 191 clarifies that the Chamber dealing with the case may provide
such an assurance on its own motion or at the request of the Prosecutor, defence or witness or expert
concerned, and taking into account the views of the Prosecutor and the witness or expert concerned.
Although neither the Rome Statute nor the RPE specify that this type of assurance must be provided by
the Court before the witness attends, it would be helpful if national authorities could assist the Court
with the provision of the assurance to a witness who is still in their territory, in order to facilitate the
voluntary appearance of the person before the Court.
Article 93, paragraph 7 is relevant to facilitating the voluntary appearance of a particular type of witness
before the Court. Under this provision, the ICC may request the temporary transfer of a person in
custody in a State, for the purposes of identification or for obtaining testimony or other assistance with
respect to an ICC investigation or prosecution. The person in question and the custodial State must
both consent to the transfer (see sub-paragraphs (a), (i) & (ii)). Rules 192-193 now provide further
detail on the arrangements for transferring such a person to the ICC. These are discussed in detail in
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section i) Rules relating to transferring persons in custody, in Chapter 2.4 Rules relating to arrest,
surrender, transfer of accused persons, and summonses.
The Draft agreement on the privileges and immunities of the Court, when it enters into force, will also
become relevant to facilitating the appearance of witnesses and experts before the Court. It contains
several provisions relating to the privileges, immunities and facilities necessary for their appearance
before the Court for the purposes of giving evidence. The agreement will enter into force thirty days
after the deposit with the Secretary-General of the tenth instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval
or accession, after the agreement has been adopted formally by the Assembly of States Parties (see
article 34, Draft agreement on the privileges and immunities of the Court, PCNICC/2001/1/Add.3).
(iv) Rules relating to notification to victims Article 68, paragraph 3 provides that the Court must permit the views and concerns of victims to be
presented and considered at certain stages of the proceedings, wherever the personal interests of such
victims are affected. The Court will determine when such interventions would be appropriate, taking
into account the rights of the accused and the need for a fair and impartial trial. Note that the views and
concerns of victims may be presented by the legal representatives of the victims where the Court
considers it appropriate, in accordance with the RPE. Rules 89-91 establish procedures to allow victims
and their legal representatives to participate in ICC proceedings. Rule 93 also allows the Court to seek
the views of victims and their legal representatives on any issue, inter alia, in relation to issues referred
to in rules 107, 109, 125, 128, 136, 139, and 191.
If victims are to be prepared adequately for such participation and presentations, they need to be kept
informed of the progress of an investigation or trial that may affect their personal interests. Rules 50
and 59 now provide specific guidance to the Court in relation to notifying victims of certain decisions
and proceedings under Part 2. Rule 144 stipulates that most of the decisions of the Trial Chamber must
be pronounced in public, wherever possible in the presence of the accused, the Prosecutor, the victims,
or the legal representatives of the victims participating in the proceedings pursuant to rules 89-91. Rule
151 obliges the Registrar to notify all parties who participated in the proceedings that an appeal has
been filed. In the event of a conviction, rule 96, sub-rule 1 requires the Registrar to notify the victims
or their legal representatives and the person or persons concerned, of the details of any hearings on
reparations. The Registrar must also take all necessary measures to give adequate publicity of
reparations proceedings before the Court to other victims, interested persons and interested States.
Rule 143 also allows certain victims and their legal representatives to request postponement of an
additional hearing on matters relating to reparations, where article 76, paragraphs 2 and 3 apply.
Rule 92 sets out some additional provisions on notification to victims, which are of particular relevance
to States Parties, as they may require the cooperation of States Parties in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute. Sub-rule 2 requires the Court to notify victims concerning the decision of the Prosecutor not to
initiate an investigation or not to prosecute pursuant to article 53. This notification must be given to
victims or their legal representatives who have already participated in the proceedings or, as far as
possible, to those who have communicated with the Court in respect of the situation or case in question.
The notification is intended to allow victims to apply for participation in proceedings, such as any
review by the Pre-Trial Chamber of the Prosecutor’s decision under article 53. The sub-rule also allows
the Court to order the Registrar to take “necessary measures” to give adequate publicity to the
proceedings. Sub-rule 8 allows the Registrar to seek the cooperation of States Parties in publicising
such proceedings at the request of one of the Court’s Chambers, as well as any other proceedings, in
accordance with article 93, paragraph 1 (l).
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Rule 92, sub-rule 3 provides that the Court must also notify victims regarding its decision to hold a
hearing to confirm charges pursuant to article 61. Again, this notification is intended to allow victims to
apply for participation in the proceedings. Sub-rule 8 provides that the Registrar must take necessary
measures to give adequate publicity to the proceedings referred to in sub-rule 3. The Registrar may also
seek the cooperation of relevant States Parties, in accordance with Part 9, in notifying victims of the
proceedings. This notification must be given to victims or to their legal representatives who have
already participated in the proceedings or, as far as possible, to those who have communicated with the
Court in respect of the case in question.
Rule 92, sub-rule 5 details the information that the Registrar is required to provide to victims or to their
legal representatives participating in proceedings, other than proceedings under Part 2. Sub-rule 7
provides that the Registar may seek the cooperation of States Parties in providing such notification, in
accordance with article 93, paragraphs 1 (d) and (l). The Registrar or the requested State Party must
notify the victims or their legal representatives in a timely manner of relevant proceedings before the
Court, including the date of hearings and any postponements thereof, and the date of delivery of the
decision (see sub-rule 5, paragraph (a)). The Registrar or requested State must also notify the victims
or their legal representatives of any requests, submissions, motions, and other documents relating to
such requests, submissions or motions, in a timely manner (see sub-rule 5, paragraph (b)). Sub-rule 6
provides that where victims or their legal representatives have participated in a certain stage of the
proceedings, the Registrar shall notify them as soon as possible of the decisions of the Court in those
proceedings. Again, sub-rule 7 provides that the Registrar may seek the cooperation of States Parties in
providing such notification, in accordance with article 93. Sub-rule 7 also provides that notifications
under sub-rules 5 and 6 shall be in writing or, where written notification is not possible, in any other
form as appropriate. The Registry must also keep a record of all notifications.
Rule 92, sub-rule 4 applies where a notification for participation under sub-rules 2 and 3 has been given,
including notification by a State Party as described above. The requirements for subsequent notification
under sub-rules 5 and 6 only apply to victims or their legal representatives who have been authorised to
participate in the proceedings in accordance with a ruling of the Chamber pursuant to rule 89 and any
modification thereof. The Court and States requested to assist the Court’s Registrar, are not required
to notify all known victims of every proceeding, if the victims have not established their credentials to
participate in the proceedings in accordance with rules 89-91.
Rule 96 addresses the requirements for publication by the Court of reparations proceedings. Without
prejudice to any other rules on notification, and insofar as practicable, the Registrar must notify the
victims or their legal representatives and the person or persons concerned (sub-rule 1). The Registrar
must also take all necessary measures to give adequate publicity of the reparations proceedings before
the Court, to the extent possible, to other victims, interested persons and interested States, having
regard to any information provided by the Prosecutor. Sub-rule 2 provides that the Court may seek the
cooperation of relevant States Parties, in accordance with Part 9, in order to give publicity, as widely as
possible and by all possible means, to the reparation proceedings before the Court. The Court may also
seek the cooperation of intergovernmental organisations in publicising reparations proceedings.
d) Rules relating to defence issues and evidence
Article 67, paragraph 1 provides, inter alia, that all accused persons are entitled to a fair hearing
conducted impartially, as well as certain minimum guarantees as set out in that paragraph. One of these
guarantees is the right to be able to examine, or to have examined, the witnesses against them and to
obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on their behalf under the same conditions as
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witnesses against them. Accused persons are also entitled to raise defences and to present other
evidence admissible under the Rome Statute. With this in mind, various provisions of the Statute
establish that States Parties may be requested to assist the defence in collecting and preserving evidence,
and makes no distinction in article 93, paragraph 1 as for whom the evidence may be collected and
preserved.
Article 55, paragraph 2 also elaborates the rights of accused persons about to be questioned, where
there are grounds to believe the person has committed a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court. One
of the rights that must be respected, is the right to have legal assistance of the person’s choosing, or, if
the person does not have legal assistance, to have legal assistance assigned to him/her, in any case
where the interests of justice so require, and without payment by the person in any such case if the
person does not have sufficient means to pay for it (see paragraph 2 (c)). One issue that has yet to be
clarified is the exact procedure for appointment of legal representation to accused persons where the
person needs to be questioned, to ensure timely coordination between national authorities and the ICC.
Rule 117, sub-rule (2) now provides: “At any time after arrest, the person may make a request to the
Pre-Trial Chamber for the appointment of counsel …”. Presumably, this request to the Pre-Trial
Chamber in the Hague will take some time to process, given the geographical distances involved, unless
the person is arrested in the Netherlands. Thus, national arresting and/or remand authorities may be
required to facilitate the appointment of local “interim” counsel, in situations where questioning of the
accused needs to be carried out expeditiously.
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4.

Table: Which Rules Relate To Each Article of the Rome Statute

Please note, the brief description of each rule in this table is meant as a guide only, and should not
be relied upon as an accurate representation of the entirety of the rule in question. Readers should
refer to the full text of each rule described here in order to ensure a full appreciation of the
meaning of each rule. In the same way, the description of the subject matter of each Rome Statute
provision is intended as a guide only, and should not be relied upon as a complete representation
of the content of the provision in question.
Rules marked with a double asterisk (**) relate directly to the obligations of States Parties under
the Rome Statute. Rules marked with a single asterisk (*) are considered of possible relevance to
the process of implementation of the Rome Statute, and thus of particular interest to States Parties.

Article of
Rome
Statute

SUBJECT MATTER

Corresponding rule number
and
brief description

Part 1 – Establishment of the Court

Article 1

The Court

No further rules

Article 2

Relationship of the Court with the United Nations

No further rules

Article 3,
paragraph 3

Seat of the Court – Alternative place of proceedings *Rule 100 – procedures for changing the
place of proceedings to a State other
than the host State

Article 4

Legal status and powers of Court

No further rules

Part 2 - Jurisdiction, Admissibility and Applicable Law

Articles 5
to 9

Crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court,
genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and
elements of crimes

No further rules

Article 10

No influence on developing rules of international
law

No further rules

Article 11

Jurisdiction ratione temporis

No further rules

Article 12,
paragraph 3

Preconditions to the exercise of jurisdiction –
declarations of acceptance of Court’s jurisdiction by
non-States Parties

Rule 44 – Registrar’s responsibilities in
relation to such declarations

Article 13

Exercise of jurisdiction

No further rules

Article 14

Referral of a situation by a State Party

*Rule 45 – referrals to be in writing
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Article 15,
paragraphs 1
and 2

Prosecutor –initiation of proprio motu investigation
by Prosecutor and analysis of seriousness of
information provided, including receiving written or
oral testimony from “reliable sources”

Rule 11 – Prosecutor may not delegate
its powers under this article
*Rule 46 – Prosecutor to protect
confidentiality of all information
provided in accordance with article 15,
paragraph 1 and 2 (including information
provided by States)
*Rule 47 – procedures for testimony
given in accordance with article 15,
paragraph 2
**Rule 111 – general requirements for
the recording of all formal statements
made by persons being questioned in
connection with an investigation or with
proceedings, which may involve the cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
*Rule 112 (see especially sub-rule 5) –
specific requirements for recording
statements where a person is being
questioned by the Prosecutor and there
are grounds to believe the person has
committed a crime within the jurisdiction
of the Court

Article 15,
paragraphs
3–5

Prosecutor – request by Prosecutor to Pre-trial
Chamber for authorization to proceed, and victims’
representations at this stage

Rule 48 – guidance for Prosecutor when
determining whether there is a
reasonable basis to proceed
Rule 50 – procedure for authorization by
Pre-Trial Chamber of a proprio motu
investigation, including notification to,
and participation of, victims

Article 15,
paragraph 6

Prosecutor – where Prosecutor decides there is no
reasonable basis to proceed

*Rule 49 – requirements for notice of
decision to informant (including State
informants)

Article 16

Deferral of investigation or prosecution - requested
by Security Council

No further rules

Article 17

Issues of admissibility

*Rule 51 – States can provide
information to the ICC on the
independence and impartiality of their
judicial processes
**Rule 185 – where Court finds case
inadmissible, arrangements for the
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transfer of the person to an appropriate
State upon release from the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute
Article 18,
paragraph 1

Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility notification of Prosecutor’s decision there is a
reasonable basis to proceed

Rule 52, sub-rule 1 – requirements for
notification by the Prosecutor to States
Parties and other States that would
normally exercise jurisdiction over the
matter

Article 18,
paragraph 2

Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility – where
State informs ICC that it is already investigating the
same matter

*Rule 52, sub-rule 2 – State that is
already investigating may request more
information from Prosecutor
**Rule 53 – requirements where the
State requests deferral of ICC
investigation
Rule 54 – requirements where
Prosecutor makes application not to
have to defer to State’s investigation
(including informing the investigating
State)
Rule 55 – requirements for proceedings
and notification when Pre-trial Chamber
considers Prosecutor’s application under
article 18, paragraph 2 (including
notification to investigating State)

Article 18,
paragraph 3

Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility – where
Prosecutor defers to State investigation

Rule 56, sub-rules 1 & 3 – procedure for
review by Pre-trial Chamber of
Prosecutor’s decision to defer

Article 18,
paragraph 5

Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility –
periodic reports to Prosecutor from investigating
State

Rule 56, sub-rule 2 – Prosecutor must
communicate to Pre-trial Chamber
periodic reports received from
investigating State under article 18,
paragraph 5
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Article 18,
paragraph 6

Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility – request *Rule 57 – Pre-trial Chamber hearing
by Prosecutor for provisional investigative measures shall be ex parte and in camera

Article 19,
paragraphs
1-6

Challenges to the jurisdiction of the Court or the
admissibility of a case – procedures for dealing with
jurisdictional or admissibility challenges

*Rule 58 – procedure for hearing such
challenges, including requirement that
challenges be made in writing
Rule 59 – Registrar must inform those
who referred the situation to the Court
(including States Parties), and those
referees may provide written responses
to the relevant Chamber
*Rule 60 – competent organ to receive
challenges prior to commencement of
trial
*Rule 133 – competent organ to receive
challenges at commencement of trial or
subsequently
Rule 144 – decisions of Trial Chamber
to be pronounced in public in presence
of, inter alia, States that have
participated in the proceedings
**Rule 185 – where Court finds case
inadmissible, arrangements for the
transfer of the person to an appropriate
State upon release from the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute

Article 19,
paragraph 8
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Challenges to the jurisdiction of the Court or the
admissibility of a case – request by Prosecutor for
provisional investigative measures while jurisdiction
or admissibility challenge pending

*Rule 61 – rule 57 applies (ie. Pre-trial
Chamber hearing shall be ex parte and in
camera)

Article 19,
paragraph 10

Challenges to the jurisdiction of the Court or the
admissibility of a case – where Prosecutor requests
review of decision that a case is inadmissible

*Rule 62 – procedure for Prosecutor’s
request, including requirement that
State/s which made admissibility
challenge be notified of Prosecutor’s
request and may make representations

Article 20

Ne bis in idem

No further rules

Article 21

Applicable law

Rule 63, sub-rule 5 – national laws
governing evidence can only be applied
in accordance with article 21
**Rule 73 – communications that may
be regarded as privileged, including
having regard to rule 63, sub-rule 5

Part 3 – General Principles of Criminal Law

Articles 22 to Nullum crimen sine lege, nulla poena sine lege, non30
retroactivity ratione personae, individual criminal
responsibility, exclusion of jurisdiction over persons
under eighteen, irrelevance of official capacity,
responsibility of commanders and other superiors,
non-applicability of statute of limitations and mental
element

No further rules

Article 31

Rule 79 – defence must notify
Prosecutor if it intends to raise the
existence of an alibi, or to raise a ground
for excluding criminal responsibility
under article 31, paragraph 1

Grounds for excluding criminal responsibility

Rule 80 – procedures for raising a
ground for excluding criminal
responsibility under article 31, paragraph
3
Rule 81, sub-rule 6 – restrictions on
disclosure of information in the
possession or control of the defence
Rule 121, sub-rule 9 – time limit for
raising such grounds prior to the
confirmation hearing
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Articles 32 to Mistake of fact or mistake of law; superior orders
33
and prescription of law

No further rules

Part 4 – Composition and Administration of the Court

Articles 34 to Organs of the Court; service of judges;
36
qualifications, nominations and election of judges

No further rules

Article 37,
paragraph 1

Rule 36 – President of Court to inform
President of Bureau of Assembly of
States Parties of the death of a judge or
Prosecutor et al

Judicial vacancies

Rule 37 – procedure where a judge or
Prosecutor et al wishes to resign
Rule 38 – reasons why a judge may need
to be replaced
Article 38

The Presidency

Rule 4 – provisions for plenary sessions
of judges, including election of the
President and Vice-Presidents at the first
plenary session
Rule 8 – Presidency to draw up a draft
Code of Professional Conduct for
counsel, in consultation with the
Prosecutor and based on a proposal by
the Registrar (see also rule 20, sub-rule
3); Code needs to be adopted by the
Assembly of States Parties
Rule 12 – selection of Registrar and
Deputy Registrar, including procedures
for Presidency to follow

Article 39

Chambers

Rule 4 – provisions for plenary sessions
of judges, including assigning judges to
divisions at the first plenary session
Rule 7 – procedure where single judge is
designated in accordance with article 39,
paragraph 2 (b) (iii)

Article 40

Independence of the judges

No further rules

Article 41

Excusing and disqualification of judges

Rule 33 – requests to be excused by
judges et al must be in writing and shall
be kept confidential
Rule 34 – additional grounds for
disqualification of judges et al, and
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procedure for disqualification
Rule 35 – duty of judge et al to request
to be excused in certain circumstances
Article 42,
paragraph 1

The Office of the Prosecutor – responsibilities

Rule 9 – Prosecutor to put in place
regulations for managing and
administering the Office of the
Prosecutor, in consultation with the
Registrar as appropriate
Rule 10 – Prosecutor responsible for all
information and physical evidence

Article 42,
paragraph 2

The Office of the Prosecutor – Prosecutor’s
authority

Rule 11 – Prosecutor and Deputy
Prosecutor may delegate certain
functions to certain staff members

Article 42,
paragraphs
6-8

The Office of the Prosecutor – excusing and
disqualification of a Prosecutor or Deputy
Prosecutor

Rule 33 – requests to be excused must
be in writing and shall be kept
confidential
Rule 34 – additional grounds for
disqualification of a Prosecutor et al, and
procedure for requesting disqualification
Rule 35 – duty of Prosecutor et al to
request to be excused in certain
circumstances

Article 43,
paragraphs
1-2

The Registry –general responsibilities of Registrar
and Deputy Registrar

*Rule 13 – Registrar to serve as channel
of communication of the Court and
responsible for internal security of the
Court
Rule 14 – Registrar to put in place
regulations for managing and
administering the Registry, subject to the
approval of the Presidency, and in
consultation with the Prosecutor as
appropriate
Rule 15 – Registrar to maintain a
database of information on cases, and all
other records of the Court
Rule 20 – responsibilities of the
Registrar relating to the rights of the
defence
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Article 43,
paragraphs
3-4

The Registry – qualifications and election of
Registrar and Deputy Registrar

Rule 12 – qualifications and procedure
for election of the Registrar and Deputy
Registrar

Article 43,
paragraph 6

The Registry – Victims and Witnesses Unit

Rule 16 – responsibilities of the
Registrar relating to victims and
witnesses
Rule 17 – functions of the Victims and
Witnesses Unit
Rule 18 – responsibilities of the Victims
and Witnesses Unit
Rule 19 – expertise required in the
Victims and Witnesses Unit
Rule 43 – certain restrictions applicable
to publication of documents of the Court

Article 44

Staff

Rule 6 – solemn undertakings to be
made by staff of the Office of the
Prosecutor, the Registry, interpreters,
and translators
Rule 11 – gratis personnel offered by
States Parties et al in accordance with
article 44, paragraph (4) may not
represent the Prosecutor or Deputy
Prosecutor in the exercise of the latter’s
functions
Rule 19 – article 44 governs the
appointment of staff to the Victims and
Witnesses Unit, including those with
specific expertise listed under this rule
Rule 43 – certain restrictions applicable
to publication of documents of the Court

Article 45

Solemn undertaking

Rule 5 – solemn undertakings to be
made by judges, Prosecutors, Deputy
Prosecutors, Registrars, and Deputy
Registrars
Rule 43 – certain restrictions applicable
to publication of documents of the Court
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Article 46,
paragraph 1

Removal from office – grounds for removal of a
judge, the Prosecutor, a Deputy Prosecutor, the
Registrar, or the Deputy Registrar

Rule 23 – general principle
Rule 24 – definition of “serious
misconduct” and “serious breach of
duty”
Rule 26 – procedure and requirements
for receipt of complaints

Article 46,
paragraphs
2-3

Removal from office – where Assembly of States
Parties is considering whether to remove a judge or
Prosecutor et al from office, or where judges are
considering whether to remove a Registrar or
Deputy Registrar from office

Rule 28 – person may be suspended
from duty where allegation is of a
sufficiently serious nature
Rule 29 – procedures to be followed by
relevant Court personnel (including
Presidency informing President of
Bureau of Assembly of States Parties)
Rule 31 – decisions relating to removal
from office shall take effect immediately

Article 46,
paragraph 4

Removal from office – opportunity to present
defence

Rule 27 – provisions on the rights of the
defence

Article 47

Disciplinary measures – where “misconduct of a
less serious nature”

Rule 25 – definition of “misconduct of a
less serious nature”
Rule 26 – procedure and requirements
for receipt of complaints
Rule 27 – provisions on the rights of the
defence
Rule 30 – procedure in the event of a
request for disciplinary measures
(absolute majority of Bureau of
Assembly of States Parties responsible
for certain decisions)
Rule 32 – allowable disciplinary
measures

Articles 48
and 49

Privileges and immunities; salaries, allowances and
expenses

No further rules

Article 50

Official and working languages

Rule 3 – procedure for handling
proposed amendments to the Rules
(including translation into official
languages of the Court)
Rule 15 – information on the Registrar’s
database to be available in the working
languages of the Court
Rule 40 – decisions that must be
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published in the official languages of the
Court
Rule 41 – situations where Presidency
may authorise the use of an official
language of the Court as a working
language
Rule 42 – Court to provide
interpretation and translation services to
ensure implementation of its obligations
Rule 43 – certain restrictions applicable
to publication of documents of the Court
Article 51

Rules of Procedure and Evidence

Rule 1 – use of terms in the Rules
Rule 2 – Rules have been adopted in
official languages of the Court and all
texts are equally authentic
*Rule 3 – procedure for handling
proposed amendments to the Rules and
any provisional rules (including
transmission to States Parties)

Article 52

Regulations of the Court

Rule 4, sub-rule 5 – The Regulations to
be adopted as soon as possible in plenary
sessions

Part 5 – Investigation and Prosecution

Article 53,
paragraph 1

Initiation of an investigation – determination by
Prosecutor of a reasonable basis to proceed

Rule 11 – Prosecutor may not delegate
its powers under this article
**Rule 92, sub-rules (2), (7) & (8) –
victims to be notified if Prosecutor
decides not to initiate an investigation,
which may involve co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with article
68 and Part 9, Rome Statute
*Rule 104 – evaluation of information by
Prosecutor, including seeking additional
information from States et al, with rules
47, 111 & 112 to apply to any testimony
received by the Prosecutor
Rule 105 – requirements for notification
to referring State/s or Security Council
of Prosecutor’s decision not to initiate
an investigation
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Article 53,
paragraph 2

Initiation of an investigation – insufficient basis for a **Rule 92, sub-rules 2, 7 & 8 – victims
prosecution
to be notified if Prosecutor decides
insufficient basis for a prosecution,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with article
68 and Part 9, Rome Statute
Rule 106 – requirements for notification
to referring State or Security Council of
Prosecutor’s decision not to prosecute

Article 53,
paragraph 3
(a)

Initiation of an investigation – requests to Pre-trial
Chamber to review Prosecutor’s decision not to
proceed

**Rule 107 – requirements and
procedure for requests for review of
Prosecutor’s decision, including
possibility that Pre-trial Chamber may
order certain protective measures under
article 54, article 68, paragraph 5,
articles 72, and 93, which may involve
the co-operation of States Parties
Rule 108 – requirements for a decision
by the Pre-trial Chamber, including
notification to all those who participated
in the review

Article 53,
paragraph 3
(b)

Initiation of an investigation – Where Pre-trial
Chamber decides on its own initiative to review
decision by Prosecutor not to proceed

**Rule 92, sub-rules 7 & 8 – victims to
be notified, which may involve cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with article 68 and Part 9,
Rome Statute
*Rule 109 – requirements for such
review, including notification to a
requesting State and possibility that Pretrial Chamber may seek further
observations from requesting State
Rule 110 – requirements for a decision
by the Pre-trial Chamber, including
notification to all those who participated
in the review

Article 54

Duties and powers of the Prosecutor with respect to Rule 81 – general restrictions on
investigations
disclosure and procedures for Prosecutor
to follow
Rule 82 – restrictions on disclosure of
material and information protected under
article 54, paragraph 3 (e)
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Article 55,
paragraph 1

Rights of persons during an investigation – General
provisions

**Rule 111 – general requirements for
the recording of all formal statements
made by persons being questioned in
connection with an investigation or with
proceedings, which may involve the cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
**Rule 117, sub-rule 2 – person may
apply to Pre-Trial Chamber for counsel
at any time after arrest

Article 55,
paragraph 2

Rights of persons during an investigation - where
there are grounds to believe the person about to be
questioned has committed a crime within the
jurisdiction of the Court

Rule 20 - responsibilities of the Registrar
relating to the rights of the defence
Rule 21 - procedure for assignment of
legal assistance
Rule 22 - appointment and qualifications
of Counsel for the defence
**Rule 111 – general requirements for
the recording of all formal statements
made by persons being questioned in
connection with an investigation or with
proceedings, which may involve the cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
*Rule 112 - specific requirements for
recording statements where a person is
being questioned by the Prosecutor and
there are grounds to believe the person
has committed a crime within the
jurisdiction of the Court
**Rule 113 - collection of information
regarding the state of health of the
person about to be questioned, including
requests by a party for a particular
expert to be appointed, which may
involve co-operation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute

Article 56,
paragraph 1
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Role of the Pre-trial Chamber in relation to a unique
investigative opportunity - where the Prosecutor
considers an investigation to present a unique
opportunity to collect evidence, etc.

**Rule 114, sub-rule 1 - procedures for
Pre-trial Chamber to follow, including
consultations with the accused, which
may the involve co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute

Article 56,
paragraph 2

Role of the Pre-trial Chamber in relation to a unique
investigative opportunity - measures that the Pretrial Chamber may take in relation to a unique
investigative opportunity

**Rule 112, sub-rule 5 - including
requirements relating to recording of
questioning, which may involve the
cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9

Article 56,
paragraph 3

Role of the Pre-trial Chamber in relation to a unique
investigative opportunity - where the Pre-trial
Chamber considers that measures are necessary to
preserve similar evidence essential for the defence

Rule 114, sub-rule 2 - requirements on
Pre-trial Chamber when taking a
decision in this regard

Article 57

Functions and powers of the Pre-trial Chamber

*Rule 76 - procedures for pre-trial
disclosure relating to prosecution
witnesses
Rule 77 - general duty to allow defence
to inspect relevant items in possession or
control of the Prosecutor
Rule 81 - general restrictions on
disclosure and procedures for Prosecutor
to follow
**Rule 115 - procedures relevant to
article 57, paragraph 3 (d), where
Prosecutor requests authorization to
take specific investigative steps within
the territory of a State Party without
having secured the co-operation of that
State Party, including State Party being
invited to express its views
**Rule 116 - procedures relevant to
article 57, paragraph 3 (b), where
defence requests measures to assist with
preparation of defence, including cooperation by States Parties

Article 57,
paragraph 3
(e)

Functions and powers of the Pre-trial Chamber protective measures for the purpose of forfeiture

**Rule 99 - procedure for ordering such
protective measures and for requesting
State co-operation

Article 58

Issuance by the Pre-trial Chamber of a warrant of
arrest or a summons to appear

*Rule 112 - specific requirements for
recording statements where a person is
being questioned by the Prosecutor and a
warrant or summons has been issued
Rule 117, sub-rule 3 - requirements for
challenges to arrest warrants
**Rule 119, sub-rule 5 - procedures for
Pre-Trial Chamber to follow when
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setting conditions restricting liberty
under a summons, including ascertaining
the relevant provisions of the law of the
State
*Rule 123, sub-rule 1 - person to be
notified that Pre-trial Chamber may hold
confirmation hearing in the absence of
the accused, under certain circumstances
(see also article 61, paragraph 2)
Article 59

Arrest proceedings in the custodial State

**Rule 117, sub-rule 4 - custodial State
may set time limits upon Pre-trial
Chamber in relation to it making
recommendations on requests for interim
release
**Rule 117, sub-rule 5 - where person
granted interim release, Pre-trial
Chamber to inform State how and when
it would like to receive periodic reports
on the status of interim release, which
may involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute
**Rule 184 – arrangements for
surrendering the person to the Court

Article 60

Initial proceedings before the Court

Rule 118 - procedures for Court to
determine interim release pending trial
*Rule 119 - conditions restricting liberty
which the Pre-trial Chamber may impose
and procedures for reviewing these,
including seeking the views of any
relevant State
Rule 120 -restrictions on using
instruments of restraint
Rule 121, sub-rule 1 - procedure and
requirements for first appearance before
the Pre-trial Chamber (prior to
confirmation hearing)

Article 61,
paragraph 1

Confirmation of the charges before trial –
confirmation hearing in presence of accused

**Rule 92, sub-rule 3 - Court to notify
victims of such hearing, which may
involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with article 68 and
Part 9, Rome Statute
Rule 121 - procedures for disclosure
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prior to the confirmation hearing
Rule 122 - conduct and requirements of
such proceedings, including questions or
challenges concerning jurisdiction or
admissibility
Rule 131 - Registrar to maintain record
of all proceedings prior to confirmation
hearing, and make it generally available
including to participating States
Article 61,
paragraph 2

Confirmation of the charges before trial confirmation hearing in the absence of the accused

**Rule 123 - measures that may be
taken to try and ensure the confirmation
hearing will be held in the presence of
the accused, including ensuring that all
reasonable measures have been taken to
locate and arrest the person, which may
involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute
Rule 124 - procedure and requirements
where person wishes to waive right to be
present at confirmation hearing
Rule 125 - procedure for Pre-trial
Chamber to follow when determining
whether to hold confirmation hearing in
absence of accused
Rule 126 - procedures to be followed
during preparation for and holding of a
confirmation hearing in the absence of
the accused (rule 121 and rule 122
apply)

Article 61,
paragraph 3

Confirmation of the charges before trial information to be provided to person prior to
confirmation hearing

*Rule 76 - procedures for pre-trial
disclosure relating to prosecution
witnesses
Rule 77 - general duty to allow defence
to inspect relevant items in possession or
control of the Prosecutor
Rule 78 - defence to permit Prosecutor
to inspect relevant items of evidence
prior to confirmation hearing
Rule 121, sub-rule 2 - procedures for
disclosure prior to the confirmation
hearing
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Article 61,
paragraph 4

Confirmation of the charges before trial amendment or withdrawal of charges by Prosecutor

Rule 121, sub-rule 4 - time limit for
Prosecutor to notify Pre-trial Chamber
and person

Article 61,
paragraph 6

Confirmation of the charges before trial - person’s
rights during confirmation hearing

Rule 121, sub-rule 6 - requirements if
person wants to present evidence

Article 61,
paragraph 7

Confirmation of the charges before trial - Pre-trial
Chamber’s decision

Rule 127 - procedure in the event of
different decisions on multiple charges
Rule 129 - notification of the decision on
confirmation of the charges

Article 61,
paragraph 9

Rule 128 - procedures to be followed by
Confirmation of the charges before trial amendment of the charges between the confirmation Prosecutor and Pre-trial Chamber
hearing and the trial

Article 61,
paragraph 10

Confirmation of the charges before trial - where the
charges are not confirmed

**Rule 185 - arrangements for the
transfer of the person to an appropriate
State upon release from the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute

Article 61,
paragraph 11

Confirmation of the charges before trial – where
charges are confirmed and Trial Chamber
constituted

*Rule 126, sub-rule 3 - procedures
where person who had fled is arrested
subsequent to confirmation hearing in
their absence
Rule 129 - notification of the decision on
confirmation of the charges
Rule 130 - transmission of relevant
information between Pre-trial and Trial
Chambers

Part 6 – The Trial

Article 62

Place of trial

*Rule 100 - procedures for changing the
place of proceedings to a State other
than the host State

Article 63

Trial in the presence of the accused

Rule 170 - powers of the presiding judge
when the accused is disrupting the
proceedings

Article 64,
paragraph 3

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber - where
case is assigned to Trial Chamber

*Rule 76 - procedures for pre-trial
disclosure relating to prosecution
witnesses
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Rule 77 - general duty to allow defence
to inspect relevant items in possession or
control of the Prosecutor
Rule 78 - defence to permit Prosecutor
to inspect relevant items of evidence
prior to trial
Rule 79 - disclosure by the defence
Rule 80 - procedures for raising a
ground for excluding criminal
responsibility under article 31, paragraph
3
Rule 81 - general restrictions on
disclosure and procedures for Prosecutor
to follow
Rule 82 - restrictions on disclosure of
material and information protected under
article 54, paragraph 3 (e)
Rule 132 - requirement for Trial
Chamber to hold status conference to set
trial date
Rule 134 - procedures for motions
relating to the trial proceedings,
including the right of all parties to file a
response
Article 64,
paragraph 4

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber - where
Trial Chamber refers preliminary matters to Pre-trial
Chamber et al

Rule 126, sub-rule 3 - person who fled
before confirmation hearing may request
referral of issues back to Pre-trial
Chamber

Article 64,
paragraph 5

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber joinder and severance of charges

Rule 136 - persons accused jointly to be
tried jointly, unless otherwise decided

Article 64,
paragraph 6

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber powers of Trial Chamber prior to and during trial

Rule 91, sub-rule 3 - procedures and
restrictions where legal representatives
of victims wish to question witnesses or
have access to documents

Article 64,
paragraph 8

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber - Trial
Chamber to satisfy itself that accused understands
all charges

*Rule 135 - Trial Chamber may order
medical examination of accused,
including at request of any party
Rule 140 - directions for the conduct of
the proceedings and testimony
Rule 141 - closure of evidence and
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closing statements
Article 64,
paragraph 9

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber powers of Trial Chamber in relation to evidence and
maintaining order

*Rule 63 - general provisions relating to
evidence

Article 64,
paragraph 10

Functions and powers of the Trial Chamber - record
of the trial

Rule 137 - measures the Registrar
should take to record the trial
Rule 138 - Registrar to have custody of
evidence

Article 65

Proceedings on an admission of guilt

Rule 139 - procedure where Trial
Chamber desires a more complete
presentation of the facts

Article 66

Presumption of innocence

Rule 63, sub-rule 4 - no legal
requirement of corroboration of
evidence

Article 67,
paragraph 1

Rights of the accused – right to a fair hearing
conducted impartially

Rule 20 - responsibilities of Registrar
relating to the rights of the defence
Rule 21 - assignment of legal assistance
Rule 22 - appointment and qualifications
of Counsel for the defence
*Rule 73 - communications between an
accused and counsel must ordinarily be
regarded as privileged
**Rule 101 - Court must take into
account rights of defence when setting
any time limits, and all those
participating in proceedings must
endeavour to act as expeditiously as
possible, within relevant time limits set
by the Court
Rule 114, sub-rule 2 - requirements on
Pre-Trial Chamber when taking a
decision whether measures are necessary
to preserve unique evidence essential for
the defence
*Rule 117, sub-rule 1 – documents that
an arrested person must receive from the
Court
Rule 121, sub-rule 1 - these rights apply
from the time the person first appears
before the Court
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*Rule 123, sub-rule 1 – arrested person
entitled to be notified of provisions of
article 61, paragraph 2
*Rule 187 - requests for arrest and
surrender must be accompanied by a
translation in a language the person fully
understands and speaks, in order to
ensure that the person fully understands
the charges
Article 67,
paragraph 2

Rights of the accused - right to disclosure

*Rule 76 - procedures for pre-trial
disclosure relating to prosecution
witnesses
Rule 77 - general duty to allow defence
to inspect relevant items in possession or
control of the Prosecutor
Rule 83 - procedure for rulings on
exculpatory evidence under article 67,
paragraph 2
*Rule 84 - where additional disclosure is
considered necessary prior to trial

Article 68,
paragraphs
1-2

Protection of the victims and witnesses and their
participation in the proceedings – protection of
victims and witnesses

Rules 16 to 19 - General responsibilities
of the Registrar and the Victims and
Witnesses Unit in relation to victims
Rule 43 - Court to ensure that all
documents subject to publication respect
the security of victims and witnesses
*Rule 85 - definition of victims
Rule 86 - Court to take into account any
special needs of victims when
performing its functions
**Rule 87 - any Chamber may order
protective measures for victims and
witnesses and other persons at risk
**Rule 88 - any Chamber may order
special measures to facilitate the
testimony of a traumatized victim or
witness et al
Rule 90, sub-rule 4 - distinct interests of
victims to be taken into account by
Chambers and the Registry in selection
of common legal representatives
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**Rule 134 - requests for protective
measures are subject to rule 134 on
motions relating to the trial proceedings
*Rule 194, sub-rule 3 - procedures
where a State requests the co-operation
of the Court

Article 68,
paragraph 3

Protection of the victims and witnesses and their
participation in the proceedings - participation by
victims and witnesses in proceedings

Rule 89 - victims must apply to the
Registrar to participate in any
proceedings, then the relevant Chamber
makes the decision as to whether or not
the victim/s may participate
Rule 90 - legal representatives of victims
Rule 91 - participation of legal
representatives in the proceedings
**Rule 92 - notification to victims and
their legal representatives, which may
involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute
Rule 93 - any Chamber may seek the
views of victims or their legal
representatives

Article 68,
paragraph 5

Protection of the victims and witnesses and their
participation in the proceedings - Prosecutor may
withhold certain evidence which may endanger a
witness

Rule 81- restrictions on disclosure

Article 69,
paragraph 1

Evidence - undertakings as to the truthfulness of
evidence

*Rule 66 - solemn undertaking,
exceptions, and relevant warnings
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Article 69,
paragraph 2

Evidence - testimony of witnesses to be provided in
person

Rule 65 - compellability of witnesses
who appear before the Court
**Rule 67 - procedure for provision of
viva voce (oral) testimony by means of
audio or video technology
**Rule 68 -circumstances where Trial
Chamber may admit prior recorded
testimony

Article 69,
paragraph 3

Evidence - provision of evidence

Rule 69 - Prosecutor and defence can
agree as to certain evidence
Rule 140, sub-rule 2 (a) - right to
question one’s own witness

Article 69,
paragraph 4

Evidence - rulings on the relevance or admissibility
of evidence

*Rule 47, sub-rule 2 - applicable to
testimony taken in accordance with
article 15(2)
*Rule 63 - general provisions relating to
evidence
*Rule 64 - procedure relating to the
relevance or admissibility of evidence
*Rule 70 - principles of evidence in
cases of sexual violence
*Rule 71 - evidence of other sexual
conduct
Rule 72 - in camera procedures to
consider relevance or admissibility

Article 69,
paragraph 5

Evidence - privileges on confidentiality

**Rule 73 - definitions and restrictions
on privileged communications and
information

Article 69,
paragraph 7

Evidence - evidence obtained by means of violation
of Statute or internationally recognised human
rights

**Rule 74 - procedures relating to selfincrimination by a witness, including
potential requirement that witness be
provided with an assurance before the
witness attends, which may involve the
co-operation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
(see rule 190)
Rule 75 - incrimination by family
members
**Rule 190 - instruction on selfincrimination to accompany request for
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witness to appear before the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute
Rule 191 - assurance may be provided by
the Court under article 93(2)
Article 70,
paragraph 1

Offences against the administration of justice offences against the administration of justice of the
Court

Rule 168 - ne bis in idem applies

Article 70,
paragraph 2

Offences against the administration of justice jurisdiction over offences against the administration
of justice

*Rule 162 - procedures and
considerations when Court decides
whether to prosecute or to request a
State Party to prosecute

Rule 169 - person accused of offence
may be arrested immediately on basis of
oral request by Prosecutor

Rule 163 - application of the Statute and
the rest of the Rules to such
prosecutions
*Rule 164 - periods of limitation
Rule 165 - relevant provisions for
investigation, prosecution and trial of
such offences
**Rule 167 - Court may request cooperation from States
Article 70,
paragraph 3

Offences against the administration of justice sanctions for such offences

**Rule 166 - considerations relevant to
imposition of sanctions, including the
possibility that the Court may request a
State Party to enforce a fine in
accordance with article 109

Article 71

Sanctions for misconduct before the Court

Rule 170 - disruption of proceedings
Rule 171 - refusal to comply with a
direction by the Court
*Rule 172 - conduct covered by both
articles 70 and 71

Article 72

Protection of national security information

Rule 81 - restrictions on disclosure

Article 73

Third party information or documents

No further rules

Article 74

Requirements for the decision

Rule 39 - exceptions for alternate judges
Rule 142 - procedures relating to
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deliberations, including requirement that
Trial Chamber inform all participants of
the date on which the decision will be
announced
Rule 144 - decisions of Trial Chamber to
be pronounced in public in presence of,
inter alia, States that have participated
in the proceedings
**Rule 185 - arrangements for the
transfer of the person to an appropriate
State upon release from the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute
Article 75,
paragraph 1

Reparations to victims - principles relating to
reparations to victims

Rule 91, sub-rule 4 - restrictions on
questioning by legal representatives of
victims do not apply
*Rule 94 - requirements for requests for
reparations, including notification to
interested States
*Rule 95 - procedure where Court
wishes to proceed on its own motion,
including notification to interested States
**Rule 96 - requirements for publication
of reparation proceedings, which may
involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute
*Rule 97 - guide to assessment of
reparations, including provision for
observations by States on the reports of
experts
*Rule 143 - procedure for holding
additional hearings on matters related to
sentence or reparations
Rule 153 - appeals against reparations
orders

Article 75,
paragraph 2

Reparations to victims - orders for reparations

*Rule 98 - considerations as to whether
reparations will be paid directly or
through the Trust Fund, which may
involve consultations with interested
States
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Rule 144 - decisions of Trial Chamber to
be pronounced in public in presence of,
inter alia, States that have participated
in the proceedings
Article 75,
paragraph 4

Reparations to victims - protective measures for the
purposes of forfeiture

**Rule 99 - procedure for ordering such
protective measures and for requesting
State cooperation

Article 76

Sentencing

Rule 63 - general provisions relating to
evidence
Rule 143 - procedure for holding
additional hearings on matters related to
sentence or reparations
Rule 144 - decisions of Trial Chamber to
be pronounced in public in presence of,
inter alia, States that have participated
in the proceedings
*Rule 147 - Court may hear additional
evidence or submissions relevant to
orders of forfeiture

Part 7 – Penalties

Article 77

Applicable penalties

Rule 145 - considerations relevant to
sentencing overall
**Rule 146 - considerations relevant to
ordering a fine and enforcement of fines
in accordance with article 109

Article 78

Determination of the sentence

Rule 145 - considerations relevant to
sentencing overall

Article 79

Trust Fund - for victims

*Rule 98 - considerations as to whether
reparations will be paid directly or
through the Trust Fund, which may
involve consultations with interested
States
Rule 148 - Court may request
observations from representatives of
Trust Fund

Article 80

Non-prejudice to national application of penalties
and national law

Part 8 – Appeal & Revision
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No further rules

Article 81

Appeal against decision of acquittal or conviction or Rule 149 - rules governing proceedings
against sentence
*Rule 150 - requirements for lodging
appeals
**Rule 151 - procedure for filing of
appeals, including notification to all
parties who participated in proceedings
including States and victims – which may
involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with article 68 and
Part 9, Rome Statute
Rule 152 - procedure for discontinuance
of appeals, including notification to all
parties

Article 82

Appeals against other decisions

*Rule 150, sub-rules 3 & 4 - appeals to
be filed with Registrar
*Rule 153 - appeals against reparations
orders
*Rule 154 - procedure for appeals that
do not require leave of Court, including
appeals by States against decisions
relating to jurisdiction or admissibility
**Rule 155 - procedure for appeals that
require leave of Court, including appeals
by States against decision to allow
Prosecutor to take specific investigative
steps within State territory without
having secured co-operation of State
(see article 57, paragraph 3 (d))

Article 83,
Proceedings on appeal
paragraph (1)

Rule 156 - Court procedures for
managing and hearing appeals, including
notification to all parties who
participated in proceedings
Rule 157 - parties entitled to discontinue
appeal, and other parties must be
notified
Rule 158 - judgement on the appeal

Article 84

Revision of conviction or sentence

**Rule 159 - requirements for
applications for revision, including
notification to all parties who
participated in the proceedings, which
may involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
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Statute
*Rule 160 - requirements for person to
be transported to Court
Rule 161 - procedure for determination
on revision, including notification of date
of hearing to all parties who participated
in the proceedings
**Rule 206, sub-rule 3 - Registrar to
ensure proper conduct of delivery of
person between State of enforcement
and host State, which may involve the
co-operation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
Article 85

Compensation to an arrested or convicted person

Rule 20 - responsibilities of the Registrar
relating to the rights of the defence
Rule 21 - procedure for assignment of
legal assistance
Rule 22 - appointment and qualifications
of Counsel for the defence
Rule 173 - requirements for requesting
compensation
Rule 174 - procedures for requesting
compensation
Rule 175 - considerations as to the
amount of compensation to be awarded

Part 9 – International Co-operation and Judicial Assistance

Article 86

General obligation to cooperate

No further rules

Article 87

Requests for cooperation - general provisions

**Rule 176 - role of Registrar in
managing requests for co-operation and
changes in designation of national
channels for receiving requests, which
may involve the co-operation of States
Parties, in accordance with Part 9, Rome
Statute
**Rule 177 - requirements for providing
information on channels of
communication
*Rule 178 - procedure for choosing
language of communication with Court
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and requirements where no language has
been chosen
*Rule 179 - requirements where no
language has been chosen by a non State
Party which is co-operating with the
Court
**Rule 180 - procedures for changing
channels of communication or language
of requests
Article 88

Availability of procedures under national law

No further rules

Article 89,
paragraph 1

Surrender of persons to the Court - requests for
arrest and surrender

**Rule 117 - procedures where person is
detained in the custodial State in
response to a request from the Court,
including provision for custodial State to
stipulate time limit for receiving
recommendations from Pre-trial
Chamber as to interim release and Court
to stipulate how and when it would like
to receive periodic reports on interim
release

Article 89,
paragraph 2

Surrender of persons to the Court - ne bis in idem
challenges in national court

**Rule 181 - Court to obtain all relevant
information, which may involve the cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute

Article 89,
paragraph 3

Surrender of persons to the Court - transport
through State territory of a person being
surrendered to the Court

**Rule 182 - procedural requirements
for State to follow

Article 89,
paragraph 4

Surrender of persons to the Court - where person
being sought is already being proceeded against or
serving a sentence for a different crime

*Rule 183 - provision for temporary
surrender of person

Article 90

Competing requests

**Rule 186 - procedure where Court has
determined case to be inadmissible
(under article 90, paragraph 8), including
requirement for notification to
Prosecutor by requested State of its
decision to refuse extradition to
requesting State

Article 91

Contents of request – for arrest and surrender

*Rule 117, sub-rule 3 - procedure for
challenges as to whether arrest warrant
properly issued

**Rule 184 - arrangements for
surrendering the person to the Court
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*Rule 187 - request must be
accompanied by translation of relevant
documents into a language that the
person fully understands and speaks
Article 92

Provisional arrest

**Rule 117 - where person is detained in
custodial State
*Rule 123, sub-rule 1 – provisionally
arrested person entitled to receive
notification of article 61, paragraph 2
**Rule 188 - time limit for Court to
submit documents to requested State
after a provisional arrest
*Rule 189 - where person consents to
surrender, Court not required to transmit
documents unless requested State
indicates otherwise

Article 93,
paragraph 1

Other forms of cooperation - assisting the Court
with its investigations and prosecutions

*Rule 81 - restrictions on disclosure
where steps have been taken to ensure
confidentiality of information

Article 93,
paragraph 2

Other forms of cooperation - Court may provide
certain assurances to witnesses or experts

**Rule 74 - procedures relating to selfincrimination by a witness, including
potential requirement that witness be
provided with an assurance before the
witness attends, which may involve the
co-operation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute
**Rule 190 - instruction on selfincrimination to accompany request for
witness to appear before the Court,
which may involve the co-operation of
States Parties, in accordance with Part 9,
Rome Statute
Rule 191 - assurance may be provided by
the Court under article 93, paragraph 2

Article 93,
paragraph 7

Other forms of cooperation - temporary transfer of
person in custody

**Rule 192 - requirements for transfer
of person in custody of national
authorities
**Rule 193 - requirements for transfer
of person in custody of State enforcing
Court’s sentence

Article 93,
paragraph 10
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Other forms of cooperation - assistance of Court to
States Parties

*Rule 194 - procedure where a State
requests the co-operation of the Court

Article 94

Postponement of execution of a request in respect
of ongoing investigation or prosecution

No further rules

Article 95

Postponement of execution of a request in respect
of an admissibility challenge

No further rules

Article 96

Contents of requests for other forms of assistance
under article 93

**Rule 116, sub-rule 1 (b) - procedure
for collection of evidence at the request
of the defence, in accordance with article
57, paragraph 3 (b)
**Rule 194 - where a State requests the
co-operation of the Court

Article 97

Consultations

No further rules

Article 98

Cooperation with respect to waiver of immunity and **Rule 195 - requirements where a
consent to surrender
request for surrender or assistance raises
a problem of execution under this article

Article 99

Execution of requests under articles 93 and 96

No further rules

Article 100

Costs

*Rule 208, sub-rule 2 - costs for
enforcing sentences

Article 101

Rule of speciality

*Rule 196 - provision of views by
person concerned
*Rule 197 - where Court has requested
waiver of rule of speciality

Article 102

Use of terms

No further rules

Part 10 - Enforcement

Article 103,
paragraph 1

Role of States in enforcement of sentences of
imprisonment

*Rule 198 - provisions relevant to
communications between the Court and
States
Rule 199 - responsible organ
(Presidency)
Rule 200 - management of the list of
States of enforcement
*Rule 208 - State of enforcement to bear
ordinary costs of enforcement

Article 103,
paragraph 3

Role of States in enforcement of sentences of
imprisonment - considerations relevant to choosing
a State of enforcement

Rule 201 - principles of equitable
distribution
*Rule 202 - timing of delivery of
sentenced person to State of
enforcement
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Rule 203 - views of sentenced person to
be taken into account by Court
*Rule 204 - information to be provided
to designated State
*Rule 205 - where a State rejects its
designation
*Rule 206 - arrangements for delivery of
sentenced person
**Rule 207 - requirements for transit of
sentenced person through State territory
Article 104

Change in designation of State of enforcement

Rule 203 - views of sentenced person to
be taken into account by Court
Rule 209 - when Presidency can decide
to change the State of enforcement
*Rule 210 - procedure for change in
State of enforcement, including
requesting views from State of
enforcement

Article 105

Enforcement of the sentence

No further rules

Article 106

Supervision of enforcement of sentences and
conditions of imprisonment

*Rule 211 - Presidency’s role in
supervising sentences of imprisonment,
including seeking certain information
from enforcing States
*Rule 212 - information to be provided
on location of person for enforcement of
fines etc., which may involve the cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute

Article 107

Transfer of the person upon completion of sentence

*Rule 213 - procedure where State of
enforcement wishes to extradite or
surrender person to a requesting State,
in accordance with article 107,
paragraph 3

Article 108

Limitation on the prosecution or punishment of
other offences

*Rule 214 - requirements where State
wishes to prosecute or enforce a
sentence against the person
*Rule 215 - Presidency’s decision on
request to prosecute or enforce a
sentence, including inter alia temporary
extradition to a third State
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*Rule 216 - information on enforcement
to be requested
Article 109,
paragraph 1

Enforcement of fines and forfeiture measures

*Rule 217 - role of Presidency in seeking
co-operation and measures for
enforcement
**Rule 218 - contents of Court orders
for forfeiture and reparations
**Rule 219 - President to inform
national authorities not to modify
reparations orders
**Rule 220 - President to inform
national authorities not to modify orders
for fines

Article 109,
paragraph 2

Enforcement of fines and forfeiture measures where State Party unable to give effect to order for
forfeiture

**Rule 222 - Presidency to assist State,
as requested

Article 109,
paragraph 3

Enforcement of fines and forfeiture measures property to be transferred to Court

**Rule 221 - procedure for decision on
disposition or allocation of property or
assets, including consultations with the
State of enforcement

Article 110

Review by the Court concerning reduction of
sentence

*Rule 223 - criteria for review, some of
which State of enforcement would have
information on,
*Rule 224 - procedure for review,
including participation by State of
enforcement

Article 111

Escape

**Rule 225 - measures to be taken in the
event of escape, which may involve cooperation of States Parties, in
accordance with Part 9, Rome Statute

Part 11 – Assembly of States Parties

Article 112

Assembly of States Parties

No further rules

Part 12 – Financing

Articles 113118

Financial Regulations; Payment of expenses; Funds
of the Court and of the Assembly of States Parties;
Voluntary contributions; Assessment of
contributions; Annual audit

No further rules
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Part 13 – Final Clauses

Articles 119128

Settlement of disputes; Reservations; Amendments; No further rules
Amendments to provisions of an institutional nature;
Review of the Statute; Transitional Provision;
Signature, ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession; Entry into force; Withdrawal; Authentic
texts

Other

Various

Proceedings before all Chambers

*Rule 63 - all evidentiary rules in
Chapter 4 of the RPE (ie. rules 63-84)
apply to proceedings before all
Chambers
*Rule 103 - amicus curiae and other
forms of submission may be invited by
the Court at any stage (including
submissions by States)

Various

Time limits

Rule 101, sub-rule 1 - general principles
for the Court on setting time limits
**Rule 101, sub-rule 2 - requirement
that all those participating in proceedings
and subject to an order of the Court,
shall endeavour to act as expeditiously as
possible, within the time limit set by the
Court

Various
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Written communications with the Court

*Rule 102 - provision for information to
be communicated in other forms where
informant unable to write
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